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11.11,11U BATTLES. BLACKLIST
ks
Unions Pool Resources to Fight Attac
Coast Guard

ILWU and
Others Will
Meet Nov. 28

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
one-day national conference
to rally labor forces against
a wage freeze, for price and
rent control and a price rollback, and for repeal of the
Taft-Hartley, McCarran and
Magnuson Acts will be held
here November 28.
Timed to coincide with the
opening of the next session
of Congress and aimed at
showing the politicians that
the living standards of American workers are rapidly going down, the conference was
called by a group of independent union leaders, including ILWU President
Harry Bridges.
No Third Movement
Bridges wrote all ILWU locals November 16 to make it
clear that the conference is
intended to pool union resources to fight off attacks on,
the members' living standards, and not intended to establish any form of third labor federation or any such
apparatus..
Since AFL and CIO leaders
have made themselves such
a part of the political machine that they have practically abandoned the pork
chop fight, said Bridges,"We
cannot let the politicians...
run away with the idea that
anybody speaks for our
unions except our own representatives."
The conference call, ad,dressed to all unions, reviewed employer attacks on
the economic and political
fronts, stating:
"During this recent period
profits have reached heights
never before known in the
history of our country. In the
face of these super profits
working men and women
have suffered a serious decline in living standards.
On Workers' Backs
,"Prices, rents and taxes
continue to rise while the corporgtions confront labor with
the threat of a wage freeze.
"The full burden of the
war economy is being placed
on the backs of the workers.
Speedup and contract chiseling is the order of the day.
Discrimination against the
Negro people is being intensified. Wage increases are bitterly resisted."
The political attack on.
unions, says the call, is typified by Taft-Hartley with its
aid to employers against
union security and the hiring
hall. The McCarran law ex(Continued on Back Page)
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SAN FRANCISCO — The
ILWU is going to Washington
on November 27th to fight
Coast Guard union-busting.__
A public hearing is scheduled to be held on that dete
on the newly set up screening
regulations of the Coast
Guard.
The ILWU is scheduled to
be represented by the Coast
Labor Relations Committee
which consists of ILWU President Harry Bridges, Howard
Bodine and L. B. Thomas.

Very truly yours,

C;AICHMOND
Ross Admiral, U. S, Coast Gut„:.•
Acting Commandant
Above is a photostatic reproduction of a Coast Guard Screening
notice to a member of the Marine Firerro-,1- Union. The notice
learn the charges
came from Washington, D. C., only after repeated demands from the sean,
against him. He didn't learn much. (See story on Page 6.)

How They Do If

What the Election Means...An Editorial
he national leaders of labor, Phil Murray, have knocked themselves out urging the rank
T
Bill Green and their stooges are constantly and file to put their faith, energy and especiurging labor's rank and file to support them ally their hard-earned dollars itito delivering
and their policies because they, the leaders,
claim to have an "in" with the Truman Administration.
In some mysterious way, this "in" is supposed to pay off for the rank and file in the
form of better wages and conditions, lower
taxes, rents and prices, job security and
world peace.
The "pay-off" is supposed to be especially
cinched if the unions do a real job of cleaning
out the so-called reds and by adopting policies that make them nice "respectable' unions. The "respectable" program for wages is
to avoid any strikes or stoppages by signing
nice, long, five/ear contracts which freeze
all working conditions except wages.
The wage item is taken care of by accepting the Government's cost of living figures,
which are and always have been phoney,
which do not include rents, transportation,
taxes and many other things.
In this way, according to the programs of
the Phil Murrays, the rank and file of labor
stays on the job, their dues keep coming if
and they have more time and money to spend
to support the costly political deals made between the national labor leaders and the national politicians. The program is supposed to
pay off in another way, and that is that unions by being so "respectable" and non-striking and completely free from any so-called
"communist" influence or members, would
really be able to do a job at election time
without being the "labor kiss of death."
Union after union has been sold this line
of baloney, particulaly the CIO unions. A collection of assorted national labor pie-cards

support at the polls to back up the political
deals and policies worked out at the so-called
"top national level."
Well, apparently something went wrong.
he ILWU believes in political action and
T
believes that it is necessary for labor unions to interest themselves in political action
and political candidates. All we say, however,
is this: that the rank and file which is expected to supply the energy, the muscle, and
the money, must have a voice and a vote
every step of the way—helping to select, endorse and finance the candidates, as well as
having a say as far as possible in determining
the platform and the policies on which a political candidate stands.
Plenty of rank and-file votes went to elect
the outright phoneys and reactionaries who
were recently elected by landslides in various
states. Only one conclusion can be drawn: the
rank and file couldn't see any real difference
between many of the candidates supported
by employers and the worst reactionary elements and those whom their national leader.
ship urged them to vote for.
Taft, the most hated man of labor, won
by 430,000 votes and carried all but four
counties of Ohio, including the heavy industrial areas around Akron, Canton, and Cleveland. This means that thousands of Phil Murray's own steel workers helped to elect Taft.
No one is going to try to tell us, as Taft and
the newspapers are trying to claim, that the
rank and file steel workers any more than the
rank and file longshoremen or warehousemen, are for Taft or his lousy law. But in a
(Continued on Page 2)

To all locals of the ILWU on
November 14 the Coast Labor Relations Committee sent a coinmunication saying:
"The International and the
Coast Committee are preparing at
written protest against the regulations which will set forth our experiences with so-called 'screening' being used to blacklist longshoremen, and will outline the
position adopted by unanimous
vote of the last two longshore
caucuses.
ALL TO BE HEARD
"We have already inquired as
to the procedure of the publie
hearing. It will be conducted by
the Coast Guard. All maritime
unions and maritime employers
associations are invited to attend
the hearing and to state their
views. We have contacted the
Coast Guard, through our office
in Washington, and have been assured that the hearing will continue until all who wish to speak
will have been heard.
"We strongly urge every local
in our waterfront division that
can possibly do so to send a rep.
resentative or delegation to back
up the Coast Committee's and the
Caucus's position in this impor.

tent matter.
"From our analysis of Mom
Coast Guard regulations, it is our
Judgment that if the regulations
are enforced as the Coast Guard
has already indicated they will bo
enforced, we can forget about the
hiring hall, Job security, grievi
ance machinery and no discrimin.
ation provisions of our contracts.
We can practically forget about
having an effective union funo.
tioning on the waterfront.
REGULATIONS ANALYZED
"The shipociaters have already
Indicated that their attitude will
be that the regulations supersede
such contractual responsibilities
as the shipowners might have had
under the contracts between the
union and their association.
"A brief analysis of the Coast
Guard regulations follows:
"Each man must apply for a
'Coast Guard Port Security Card,
Each man applying for such a
card must be 'sponsored' either
by an employer or by 'an authorized official of the union.' In applying for a port security card,
each applicant must supply a
great deal of detailed personal
information, plus finger print*
(Continued from Page 6)
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What the Election Means

What's Welfare?
Questions and answers on the ILWU longshore,
shipsclerks and walking boss Welfare Plan.
Q. What use is the Permanente Identification card?
A.1. It saves you time in making appointments for care,
since it shows your identification and your eligibility for service as, long as you are covered by the Welfare Fund.
2. It has the name, location and telephone numbers of
Permanente offices in your area on the back of the card, so
that you can contact them easily for service.(San Francisco
residents should add on the back of their card the name of
the Permanente Hospital in San Francisco: Permanente Harbor Hospital, 331 Pennsylvania Ave., Telephone: Mission
7-8981).
3. It helps to identify you and show where you should
be sent for treatment in case you're in an accident and are
being helped by strangers who find your identification card.
Q. If I'm no longer eligible for benefits under the Welfare Fund (for instance, if I've left the industry), will my Permamente identification card entitle me to the Health Plan's
benefits?
A. No. If your eligibility for Welfare Fund benefits
ends, so does your Permanente coverage, even though you
still have your identification card. Even if you present the
card for service when you're no longer covered by the Fund,
you will be billed later at regular private rates for any service
you get from Permanente.
Q. When I enroll my family in Permanente Health Plan,
do they get identification cards too or do they use my card?
A. Each'member of your family will receive his own
identification card, which should be presented whenever requesting medical care.

Emergency Care Outside of Your Area

(Continued from Page 1)
union like the steel workers, where because
of the policies of Philip Murray, the rank and
file are even denied the right to vote on a
matter far more important to them than electing a political candidate, namely, the issue of
going out on strike, or approving their own
agreements, it's not so startling that when
they do get a chance to vote by secret ballot,
they express themselves as they did in the
recent election.
Dirkson of Illinois campaigned on the slogan "the Marshall Plan is like pouring money
down a rathole, the democratic party is a
communist party and is leading the country
into war." With these slogans, he defeated
Truman's own chief lieutenant in the Senate,
Scott Lucas.
In California Helen Gahagan Douglas
went all out on the democratic program. She
took the worst dumping any Senate candidate
has taken, being beaten by one of the most
psychopathic reactionaries ever to cross the
pages of American history. It's a cinch that
her stunt of having F. Joseph Donohue, the
collector of liars and perjurers in the Bridges
case, come to California to help her campaign
cost her many a vote.
The ILWU in California tried to get the
rank and file to support Mrs. Douglas. That
we were apparently not too successful is
largely because we had no say in the matter
of her being a candidate or in her political
program.
More than 40 million people voted on
November 7. This was the largest number of
people to vote in history in an off year election. There is no question that the result was
a major defeat for the Democratic Party, but,
and this is the part that directly concerns us,
it was also a major defeat for labor—especially for those labor organizations which had
tied themselves so closely to the Democratic
administration.
From all this we can draw no comfort. We
can expect that the coming Congress will
have a thorough-going reactionary complexion. We can expect that the more liberal or
so-called pro-labor representatives in Congress will duck the heat by going along with
many anti-labor reactionary schemes.

too: the so-

e can expect something else,
called pay-offs that those who have an
W
"in" with the administration and which we

have failed to see develop in any real form
so far, are certainly not going to develop now.
What is actually going to happen is that the
national leaders of labor, for the very reason
.-

that they claim to have an "in" at the top, are
going to be ordered, forced, or required to
kick the rank and file of labor more in line.
It's going to be the job of the national
labor unions with an "in" to try to explain to
the rank and file how higher prices, bigger
profits, frozen wages, no rent controls and
bigger taxes are necesary because of the billions that are to -be spent in defense programs; and let's not kid ourselves—the plans
are already made to have those billions
squeezed out of the working people.
Insofar as our union is concerned, it's
only chance even to maintain its present living standards and working conditions, its job
security, its contracts, and its hiring halls is
to depend upon our unity and economic
strength and solidarity. Such a program, built
our union.
We urge our rank and file to beware of
all people, either within our union or from
outside, who come along with a line about
playing ball with the politicians and in this
way our present condtions and wages will be
preserved and may be even improved. It's
true there's a pay-off in such a line, but only
for the individuals who peddle it, and only for
their own personal benefit.
From now untilthe next elections the politicians are going to be so busy figuring out
how to get re-elected that they are going to
have litle time to do anything to benefit labor.
The ILWU will keep its union, its conditions
and its contracts and go ahead and strengthen
these things; not because of the politicians,
but despite them; and not through top political deals, but without them.
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Q. What coverage do I have under my group health
plan when I'm away from the area (i.e., more than 30 miles
away from the nearest group health office)?
A. You are covered for emergency medical care for
accidental injury, up to a total of $250, when you're more
than 30 miles away from the nearest group health office.
This means that the bills you pay for the care of your injury
will be re-imbursed to you by your group health plan.
Q. How do I get my bills re-imbursed?
A. Send the receipted bills to the Health Plan office,
along with a note of explanation, or bring them in person to
the Health Plan office. The check for re-imbursement will be
mailed to you.
Q. What medical bills will be re-imbursed by my group
health plan for care of an accidental injury?
A. You'll be re-imbursed for bills paid for doctor's care,
for hospitalization, surgery, medicines and drugs, x-rays and
laboratory work, and ambulance service.
Q. Will my group health plan re-imburse me for medical
care for illness when I'm out of the area (i.e., more than 30
miles away from the health plan office)?
A. No. Your group health plan re-imburses only for care
of accidental injury, but not for illness.
Q. If I continue to get medical care for ad injury after
the emergency is over and while I'm still out of the area,
will I be re-imbursed for these expenses?
A. No. The re-imbursement is only for the necessary
emergency care after the accident. If you need follow-up
medical treatment afterwards, you're expected to return to
the group health office or hospital for further care.

Home Medical Care Under Group Health Plans
Q. Can I get doctor's care in my home, under my group
health plan?
A. Yes. Whenever you are too ill to go to the doctor's
office, you should call the group health offices and ask for
a doctor to be sent to your home.
. Q. What is the charge for the doctor's housecall?
A. You'll be charged $2.00 for his call. There is no
further charge if the doctor makes additional home calls to
treat you for the same illness. However, if he makes another
home call to treat you for a new illness, you'll be charged
$2.00 for this call.
Q. Can the members of my family who are enrolled in
the group health plan also get doctor's care at home?
A. Yes. However, they. will be charged $2,00 for each
visit the doctor makes, even if he makes more than one call
to treat the same illness.
Q. When is a nurse's visit made to my home?
A. Whenever your doctor sends a nurse to your home,to
administei treatment that he prescribes. There is no charge
for a nurse's call for you or for members of your family enrolled in the plan.
Q. Is it better to go to the doctor's office when I'm able
than to have time come to my home?
A. Yes. This is because the doctor's office has better
facilities for examination, and he has the services of nurses
and technicians; he can arrange immediately for any necessary laboratory tests or x-rays to assist in making the diagnosis and in treating you; and his instruments, medicines and
drugs are readily available.
Q. If the doctor is treating me at my home and prescribes medicine for me to take, will my group health plan
provide these medicines without charge?
A. No. You have to pay for medicines or drugs whenever you're getting treatment outside of the hospital—i.e.,
at the doctor's office or in your home.

Eye Examinations Are Provided
Q. Can I have an eye examination under my group
health plan?
A. Yes. There is no charge for the examination other
than the $1.00 fee for your office visit.
Q. Are glasses provided by my group health plan?
A. No. You have to pay for your glasses, but you can
buy them at a reduced price at your group health office.
You'll be asked to pay for the glasses at the time you present
the prescription to have them made: t
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Dollars Get Back Shipping Line
After Taxpayers Pull It Out of Hole
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Dollar interests last week got
their hands back on the shipping
line that they ran into the
ground in the thirties, and, now
known as the American President Lines, is worth an estimated $61 million.
Back in 1938 the United States
government took over 92 per cent

of the voting stock of the Dollar management was, according to
Steamship Lines when the corn- U. S. Maritime Commission member Max Truitt, "shockingly inpany couldn't pay its debts.
Now the Supreme Court of the competent."
United States has, refused to reThe company's finances were
view a circuit court decision of in bad shape, Truitt reported,
last July returning the stock to because of "excessive ... salaries
the Dollars.
to executive officers and direrThe government took over in tors..."
the first place because Dollar
The company diverted $2,526,501 to R. Stanley Dollar, the
man who now takes over, in the
period 1923 to 1934, Truitt said.
Five years ago when government loans, the war and huge
subsidies had made APL a
concerned is second to none."
highly profitable enterprise, the
Represented at the meeting were Dollars wanted in again.
the ILWU Regional office, LoThe Dollars have been promicals 9, 32, 19, 7, 47, 73, 7-C, 3-7, nent on the shipping scene for
the ILWU Fish & Allied division, a long time. In 1916 Robert
the Puget Sound Council, the Dollar told a mass meeting
Alaska Fishermen's Union, and sponsored by the San Francisco
the Cordova District Fishermen's Chamber of Commerce:
Union, the Marine Cooks, the Ma"Quietness- had been secured
rifle Engineers, the Marine Fire- in a few days when the union
men and the International Wood- men went to the hospital in
workers of America.
ambulances."

Northwest Maritime Unions
Hit 'Security' Blacklist
SEATTLE—Representatives of
ILWU locals and other maritime
and allied unions meeting here
November 15 unanimously labeled the waterfront security program as "un-American, because
the persons being blacklisted
through it are not given any reasons for their screening, nor are
they given any kind of decent
hearing."
The maritime representatives
adopted a resolution, which they
will take back to their local unions for action, insisting on the
following:
"That any maritime worker
screened off his job by any government agency be told why he
was screened, and that he be immediately given a fair hearing,
in which he can produce evidence and witnesses in his own
behalf; and further that he be
allowed to examine those who
testify against him, and to crossexamine any and all witnesses
used in the attempt to prove he
Is a poor security risk."
ILWU REPRESENTED
The resolution called for proper security regulations, not the
kind "that take away the constitutional rights of American citizens" and "which can be used to
break unions."
"The record of the waterfront
unions," said the resolution, "as
far as supporting this country is
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The High Brass Plans a Big Killing
SEA ISLAND, Ga.—The brass of big business and
government gathered here one weekend early this month,
and came up with plans for a big killing.
All the top business spokesmen were there to meet
Secretary of Defense Marshall and Secretary of Commerce
Sawyer.
The subject was economic mobilization for World War
HI, and the decision was that businessmen will have complete control and workers will pay the bill.
Marshall assured the meeting that military spending
will be heavy for the next four years. Predictions are that
more will be spent on war preparations next year than any
time during the actual fighting of the last war.
The manner in which the government plans to control
production was "greeted with enthusiasm by the industrialists," according to the New York Times.
It will be different from the controls of the last war
when the government attempted to limit the production
of such consumer goods as automobiles, stoves and vacuum
cleaners so that raw materials could go to war production.
Now, under the new setup, the government will take
the raw materials it wants, but will leave the businessmen
free to manufacture as much as they want to of anything,
in other words as much as is profitable to them.
It's all up to business. We'll have cars, and refrigerators made with less steel, less aluminum, less copper—full
of substitutes and plastics—and selling at higher prices.
With this big business killing shaping up in the growing war economy, National CIO is crying about high prices
and high profits and no wage increases, but magically
managing not to pin the blame down, not even mentioning
the administration.

Swedish Seamen Happy Bridges
Out of Jail; Fight Wage Freeze

"One more like him and we take
down some of these signs I"

SAN FRANCISCO—A wish for
success in the fight for freedom
of trade unions here came in a
letter from Secretary Everett
Holm of the Gothenbourg Branch
of the Swedish Seamen's Union
to Marine Cooks President Hugh
Bryson.
Holm wrote of the seamen's
happiness to see "our appreciated
friend and fighter" Harry Bridges
is out of jail, and assured their

"undivided international solidarity now and in the future.He said unions all over Sweden
are preparing for negotiations,
the employers and their stooges
won't be able to prolong the twoyear wage freeze, and the workers are united in the opinion that
"all collective agreements must
be improved, including those for
the longshoremen, seamen and
other transport workers."

Baffle for Your Mind

For TV Manufacturers It Isn't the Principle—Ws Just the Money!
By SIDNEY ROGER
Now and then I toy with the
idea of investing in a television
set.
Last week I read a full-page
advertisement for TV. It appeared
in papers all over the country.
I'm not against TV. I'm sure
TV will grow by leaps and
bounds, especially if they start
putting on a few more decent
programs. Now it's no worse than
most radio shows and most
movies. That's how bad it is.
Now the television industry is
putting in full page ads all over
the country telling me if I don't
buy a TV set then I'm a stinker,
a jerk, a sadist and should have
my name reported to the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to .
Children!
DOESN'T TRY TO SELL
This big ad tells me my kids
lives will be wrecked unless I
plunk out a few hundred bucks
and bring a TV set into my home.
Worse than that! Unless I get
a big TV set the ad tells me, the
kids will be: "lonely, bruised,
ashamed, ignorant, humiliated,
demoralized" and may have their
growth stunted by smoking the
cigars they steal from the old
man, just to be mean.
This TV ad is causing a rumbling all over the country. People are boiling mad. Advertisers
can push us around just so far
and then Americans start saying:
"What kind of suckers do these
advertising jokers take us for?"
This advertising doesn't try to
sell. It attempts to force you to
buy a TV set. As one psychologist
at University of Southern California put it: "It's hitting below the
belt."
THE MAN OF DISTINCTION
I know something about the
mentality of advertising men.
They always try to dream up
something that they think can
force, bribe, cajole, or scare you
into buying a product.
They tell a girl if she buys a
certain soap—and takes a bath
now and then—she can snag the

world's richest and handsomest
man. Smoking a certain brand of
cigarette will make you love your
mother-in-law—besides the premiums are good for a new set of
lungs. A certain toothpaste is better than a college education for
a girl. And a certain booze will
not only get you stinko but make
you look like a man of distinction
while you're grovelling in the
gutter.
I can just see the advertising
genius who dreamed up this ,TV
ad saying to his staff of yes-men:
"Fellows, nothing gets people like
the picture of a sad kid. So we'll
have two sad kids in our picture."
WHAT KIDS WON'T TELL
So, they have a big picture of
a boy and a girl. The girl's head
is down, eyes flooding with tears.
The brother is looking you
straight in the eye. His lips are
tight. Brother is holding little
sister in his arm and seems to
be saying to you: "You big ape,
what do you mean by beating
mother right in front of us kids.
Couldn't you at least wait till we
go to our cold little beds."
And big words alongside the
picture say: "There are some
things a son or daughter won't
tell you!"
That sure makes a parent want
to read on. I know there are
things my kids won't tell me. I
just keep thinking the contempt
they have in their eyes is because
I can't chew bubble gum with my
loose dentures.
THE DEEP LONELINESS
So I crawled in my corner and
avidly read the ad that was going
to tell me "some of the things my
son or daughter won't tell me."
With fear and trepidation I
steeled myself for the worst. Here
it is (according to the American
Television Dealers and Manufacturers, with offices in New York
City):
If you don't have a TV set,
your seven year old can't find
words to express the deep loneliness he's feeling.

If he complains that "kids are
mean and won't play with me,"
it means he really is afraid to
blurt out the truth that he's
ashamed to be with other kids,
"because he feels left out because
he doesn't see the television
shows they see, know the things
they know."
(My 9 year old now knows,
since he's seen TV, that chorus
girls have two legs. He also
keeps wondering if Hopalong
Cassidy's horse was branded with
a hot screen door.)
The ad goes on to remind you
that any little girl can tell you
about a bruised finger, but
couldn't possibly tell you how
humiliated she feels because you
don't own a TV set.
If you aren't retching by this
time, the ad appeals to your
deepest parental instincts. Get
this:
"You give your child's body all
the sunshine and fresh air and
vitamins you can. How about sunshine for his morale? How about
vitamins for his mind? Educators
agree television is that and
more for a growing child."
Who are these "educators,"
who say children need TV for
moral and mind?
EMILY POST FOR KIDS
The TV manufacturers and
dealers who paid for this ad,
hired themselves a man by the
name of Angelo Patri, calling
him a "Noted Authority on Child
Guidance" and had him write a
little blurb for TV. Who is this
Patri? Only one of a half dozen
child psychologists I spoke to
knew anything about him. He
runs a syndicated column in
small newspapers all over the
country. The one who knew of
him called him a kind of "Emily
Post for children."
This "educator," Petri, said in
this ad: Children need television
if they want to have a place in
the sun. If they don't have TV
"they won't hold their own" with
other kids. On the other hand if
they have a TV set, they won't

have any more problems in their psychologist says that more kids
little lives, they would have no will suffer from demoralization
more embarrassment. Patri says: 'because the family doesn't spend
"To have television is to be 'cock more time doing things together,
o' the walk.' Not to have it, well, because they feel that their parthat is unthinkable."
ents are using the TV set to get
This so-called "educator" prob- their kids out of their hair.
ably pulled down a few thousand
One educator told me: This is
bucks for this statement.
the kind of thing the Nazis would
TV CAN HURT
love: they always tried to divide
A Stanford psychologist calls children away from their parents.
the whole ad a lot of "bunk." and CRUEL PRESSURE
says that TV has actually caused
The Family Service Associachildren to read and study less. tion, made up of 250 family agenA USC psychologist says the cies throughout the country,
ad is aimed at causing children called the ad "cruel pressure .
to nag at their parents, and to playing on the fears of those who
try to force people to buy a set cannot afford this expenditure in
whether they can afford it or not. the family budget ... tending to
Another psychologist says this ad make parents and children feel
is as dirty as an ad by an auto socially inferior."
firm that would tell high school
This agency adds:". . it is
boys they are no good unless unmitigated nonsense to assert
their fathers buy new converti- that television is indispensable to
bles right away.
family morale and social accepA University of California psy- tance."
chologist says surveys actually
And whether it is even good
made already show that children advertising is questionable. The
with TV sets are doing poorer magazine of the advertising busiwork in their studies. He says ness, "Tide," said in an editorial:
TV could be a great educational "This advertising for TV is the
force, but actually does nothing worst case of poor taste that admore now than to divert kids vertising has had in years."
from more normal family activi- WANT TO DUMP STOCK
ties.
There's more than meets the
So this educator the TV manu- eye in this sudden campaign to
facturers paid off actually is pull- sell TV. My hunch is a lot of peoing a fast and phony one. This ple are waiting to see if the color
is lying advertising; it's sucker- developments will make their
bait.
present sets useless.
DOESN'T TELL TRUTH
The TV manufacturers are won,
Another psychologist this re- ried about this. They want to
porter spoke to says the whole dump as much of their present
ad is nothing more than "im- stock as they can.
moral"; it simply doesn't tell the
Talking about advertising, it's
truth.
a well known fact that when a
The ad hammers at class dis- big newspaper gets an ad from
tinctions, trying to force people a union, stating the union's posito "keep up with the Joneses," tion in a beef, they examine it
and making parents feel like very carefully before printing it.
skunks if they can't afford it.
And very often the big papers
This psychologist says it's a refuse to accept union advertislot of baloney anyhow. Kids, he ing.
Says, may like TV like they like
But they let this kind of TV
anything exciting. But they don't advertising sail through.
need it, and they're able to be
Like they say in the advertit*
perfectly happy without it.
jog offices: "It isn't the principle
And listen to this: This same —It's the money."
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ILINUls Bill Piercy Tells How Babe Ruth Made Baseball Medical Care
Is Part of
Living Wage

WILMINGTON, Calif. — Bill
Piercy is one prominent member
of the ILWU who can answer that
burning question:—what do the
catcher and pitcher say to each
other when they meet between
pitcher's box and the plate?
Bill Piercy is president of shipsclerks Local 63, ILWU. He used
to be a pitcher in the Big Leagues
and he played with the Yankees
and was a pal and roommate of
Babe Ruth.
Now Bill Piercy is an active'
ILWU officer. He joined the
ILWU in 1933 when it was
formed and when it was then
Local 38-82 of the ILA. He was
on the first membership committee of that local and he served on
the Working Rules Committee for
the Los Angeles and Long Beach
Harbor. As a matter of fact he
served on every committee that
Local 13 of the ILWU ever had.
STARTED IN 1914
He was transferred to Local 63
when it was formed in December,
1942, and was elected president
of that local in 1947.
Bill Piercy is one of many famous people who are members of
the ILWU. He started playing
ball in 1914 at the age of 17 and,
according to the account of himself, he got fired everywhere he
went because he was "as wild as
a march hare."
In the spring of 1915 Piercy
caught on with the old Vernon
Club playing under "Hap" Hogan
and in July of that year pitched a
no hit game against Oakland
which caused him to be sold to
the New York Yankees. He reported there in the spring of
1916.
LOST SERIES GAME
• Baseball players were organized in a union at that time
known as the "Baseball Players
Fraternity." A fellow by the name
of Dave Fultz was at the head of
it. Later this union became a company union.
Piercy remained the property
of the Yankees through 1921
which was the first year for the
Yankees to win a pennant. He
pitched in the third game of that
series against the Giants. He was
beaten. So was his team in the
series.
As soon as the series was over
Ruth, Mensel and Piercy went on
an exhibition tour against the
wishes of Judge K. M. Landis who
was then high commissioner of
baseball. The trip was booked for
two weeks but when Bill Farnsworth, then sporting editor of the
New York American, came to see
them in Scranton, Pa., and said
that Judge Landis was really
burned up they cancelled the last
week of the trip and returned to
their respective homes.

Sm Piercy when he pitched for the Yankees.
About one month after this
Judge Landis announced that he
had fined them their share of the
World Series cut which amounted
to thirty four hundred and sixty
dollars each. They were also
suspended until May 20th of the
following year.
This still stands as the greatest
fine ever levied by the commissioner's office against a player in
baseball. After the fine and suspension was announced Piercy
was traded to the Boston Red Sox
where he played under Frank
Chance. He considered Chance to
be the outstanding manager of all
time.
Under Chance in 1923 he had
one of the most unusual years
that a pitcher ever had. Starting
with the second game of the season in New York (which was also
the second game ever to be
played in the Yankee Stadium)
he lost eleven straight games. He
got 'shut out every time he went
out to pitch. Finally he beat the
Athletics on July Fourth two to
one. In these eleven games his
team scored 6 runs, or about
run per game.
FINISHED THIRD IN LEAGUE
After this bad start he went on
to win twelve out of the -next
seventeen games. He finished
third in the American League in
point of effectiveness.
After leaving Boston he played
with Salt Lake in the Coast
League in 1925 and near the end
of the season Lefty (Maul and
he were sold to the Chicago Cubs
for fifty thousand dollars.
Piercy reported to the Cubs
and there met and roomed with
the great Grover Alexander,"Old
Pete" as his friends lovingly referred to him, whom Piercy considered one of the two greatest
pitchers of all time. He also admired Johnson.

Tlso "Babe" as Piorcy know
and admired him.

THAT 1 TO 0 LEAD
Piercy says: "Speaking of
Walter Johnson reminds me of an
incident that happened when I
was with the Red Sox which also
may clear up the minds of some
people as to just what happens
when the catcher goes out to talk
to the pitcher.
"Our two first string catchers
had both received broken fingers
on the road where we were supposed to open in Washington. The
Club wired to one of the smaller
leagues for a young catcher
named Bert Chaplin to join us
the next day in Washington. As
luck would have It JOI1M1011 was

pitching for Washington and I
was pitching for Boston with, of
course, this young Chaplin catching.
"We had them beaten one to
nothing going into the last of the
seventh and it was just another
day's work to me, but as I ,got
ready to pitch I noticed that I
could see the whites of Chaplin's
eyes through the catcher's mask
and immediately realized the poor
kid had buck fever on account of
us being ahead of the great Johnson 1 to O.
LOOKS FOR CLOCK
"I motioned for him to come
out to the mound and when he
got there all he could say was
`wha, wha, wha, what's the matter,' just as though he was completely out of breath. I said to
him real confidential like, 'I

*onder what time it is Chappie,"
and with that he started looking
all around the park for a clock
and didn't catch on until I had to
laugh. Then he broke out in a big
grin as he realized that I was just
trying to settle him down. Yes,
we went on to win by the 1 to 0
score."
Pearcy calls Babe Ruth "the
Big Guy."
"This particular time" he says,
"Ruth, his wife and I were just
sitting down to dinner in their
apartment when the maid came in
and said: 'Mr. Ruth, there is a
man to see you at the door but
he don't look very good,' meaning that he was not too well
dressed.
RUTH SHELLED OUT
"Ruth didn't hesitate but went
to the door and I couldn't help
but hear the whole conversation.
It seems as though this fellow
was a consumptive and his doctor had advised him to leave New
York for a drier climate, preferably New Mexico, and he wondered If 'The Babe' could help
him out a little. Ruth asked how
much it would take to get him to
New Mexico and he said one
hundred and sixty seven dollars.
With that Babe asked him to wait
a minute and returned to the dining room and said to me: 'How
much money have you got that I
can borrow until tomorrow?' I
had ninety dollars on me which
I gave him and with that and
what he had he went back to the
door and handed the fellow the
full amount that he needed with a
few extra bucks thrown in for
meals. I could cite dozens and
dozens of instances where he did
things like that in his big hearted
generous way."
Piercy says that the high salary
commanded by Ruth was responsible for the general rise in salaries paid ball players. He says
the club owners always resented
this to the extent of never giving
him the consideration of at least
an executive position with one of
the Clubs. "He, more than any
one else stimulated the interest
of the kids, yes, and the grownups too, in baseball to bring it
along to where it is today,"
Pierey says.

Puget Sound Council
Backs Defense Fight
SEATTLE — The ILWU Puget
Sound Council October 31 voted
to contribute $100 to the BridgesRobertson-Schmidt defense.

Letter to the Editor
Editor:
Recently, we observed the.64th
anniversary of the Statue of Liberty which was given to the
American people by the people of
France, dedicated on October 28,
1886. Inscribed in its pedestal on
which it stands are these words
of Emma Lazarus, a Jewish poet:
"Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning
to breathe free.
The wretched refuse of your
teeming shore,
Send these, the tempest tossed,
to me;
Hilt my lamp beside the golden
door."
It was given to America with
the spirit of the new developing
democracy because our Constitution and the Bill of Rights, written by our revolutionary forefathers, was hailed by peoples
throughout the world as a progressive step from the old tyrannical rule of the aristocracy and
kings.
IT'S POLICE STATE
We also read the Declaration
of Independence, against British
rule and colonial oppression,
which would be branded as
"subversive" today by those in
Congress who voted for the police-state measure, the Wood-Mccarran law.
Reviewing the repressive and
unconstitutional laws passed by
the 80th and 81st Congresses,
such as the Taft-Hartle/ and the

McCarran laws, with much name
calling, spy scares, perjury, witch
hunts, we see only one thing—
police state. ,
We observe that the non-citizens are picked on first in this
drive to break the labor unions
because they joined unions when
they first came to this country.
Some have been here since 1904.
TERROR BY NIGHT
Non - citizens have been
hounded, intimidated, arrested
and jailed without bail, taken
from their homes and families
any time during the night, held
for deportation, branded as "subversive aliens" because they pioneered and helped organize the
unions for better wages, hours
and working conditions.
We believe the reason many
non-citizens are still "aliens" is
because they are strong union
men and women and fought for
better conditions for the working
people.
We, your fellow citizens, ask
that all freedom-loving people
write to Attorney General J.
Howard McGrath, Department of
Justice, Washington, D. C., asking that he release those noncitizens who are not out on hail,
and to cease his undemocratic
and unconstitutional actions
against the foreign born.
Sincerely,
Committee for the Defense
of Four of Oregon's Foreign Born.
Annabelle MacKay,
Secretary,
Portland, Ore.

SAN FRANCISCO — A recent
and little-publicized arbitration
decision here made some points
on welfare plans that should interest ILWU members.
In a case involving the San
Francisco Hotel Owners' Association and the Hotel Service Workers' Union, the arbitrator dealt
with cots for medical care as unquestionably part of a living wage
and a legitimate part of the industry's operating costs.
DECIDES QUESTION
• The question, said the arbitrator, is what is the best type of
plan for medical care. The answer
is a group plan which provides
hospital, medical and surgical
services at flat and agreed rates.
This type of plan can offer
"more adequate care at less cost,"
and it guarantees that no one person who happens to get ill is ever
socked with "disastrous economic
effects," since costs are averaged
out over the group.
The arbitrator contrasted group
plans with another type which instead of offering more care for
less money do just the opposite—
the plans based on contracts with
insurance companies where workers receive indemnification or
money payments up to a set maximum for specific medical services.
PLANS ANALYZED
The arbitrator analyzed such
plans this way: doctors can still
charge whatever they want to for
their services; they know the
worker will be paid back for a
certain amount so they try to jack
some extra out of his pocket; "the
unavoidable tendency of such a
plan will be to increase the cost
of medical care for the group it
covers."
The arbitrator said the record
doesn't show the hotel industry in
a financial position or under social obligation to "subsidize the
medical Industry of the city in
this manner."
His award prohibited the indemnification type of plan, and
insisted on a plan which provides
as a minimum hospital, medical
• and surgical service.

Sitclowns
Are Different
From Riots
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local 2, Shipscalers, November 9,
protested press use of sensational
language to prejudice the public
against a group of San Quentin
prisoners, in a letter to the San
Francisco Chronicle.
The scalers objected to the
word "riot" as unethical reporting of a "sitdown" staged by
death-row prisoners to call attention to grievances which had long
been ignored by the authorities.
Warden Duffy, himself, the
scalers pointed out, stated he had
never called the incident a riot.
A sitdown isn't a riot, said the
scalers, and it was the guards
who turned on the prisoners with
clubs.
Local 2 members, along with
members of Warehouse Local 6
and other unions, have been trying to save two of the men involved in the incident, Wesley
Wells and Jerry Newson, from
execution. Their cases are on appeal to the higher courts.

Sugar Workers Aid
Defense Campaign
HONOLULU, T. H. — Tb e
Hawaii ILWU sugar workers are
coming through for the BridgesRobertson-Schmidt defense in a
big way. Their latest check was
for $8,250.
Additional contributions came
from Local 142 divisions at Ewa,
Hakalau, McBryde, Olok el e,
Kauai Von Hamm Young, and
Nawiliwili Transportation.
The State Department of Veterans Affairs has certified approximately 60,000 veterans as
eligible for preference in State

civil service.
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Washington
Vote Light,
Apathetic
SEATTLE — -The incumbent
delegation in Congress from
Washington state won re-election
in the setting of a light vote and
an unenthusiastic labor movement.
Given formal indorsement by
the AFL and CIO Political action
groups Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D) won by 65,000 votes.
At the same time, there were
first signs of a union breakaway from the former New
Dealer, whose support of the McCarran act and authorship of the
waterfront security law earned
him bitter opposition from some
segments of labor.
Lodge 79, International Association of Machinists (unaffiliated)
refused to indorse him, citing his
support of the McCarran act.
Local 3-2, International Woodworkers (CIO), largest lumber
local in the state, sent a PAC proposal for support to Magnuson
back to committee. ILWU Local 9
blasted Magnuson's sponsorship
of the waterfront law which is
now being used to blacklist active
union men on ships and docks.
DEMOCRATS GET BLAME
Other incumbents who won
with formal labor backing were
Reps. Hugh B. Mitchell (D),
Henry M. Jackson (D) and Thor
Tollefson (R).
Social security in this state,
noted for its advanced pension
program, took a body blow at the
polls with enactment of a pension - wrecking measure openly
sponsorsed by reactionary GOP
Governor Arthur B. Langlie.
Blame for its passagewas fixed
by the 10,000-member Washington Pension Union upon the Democratic party, which took a stand
against the measure in its state
convention but was "thunderously
silent" on the issue throughout
the campaign.

Remember
November 25
SAN FRANCISCO—November
25 from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. is the
time for ILWU Auxiliary 16's big
county fair and barn dance. The
place is the Green Room, 150
Golden Gate Avenue.
Admission to the county fair in
the afternoon is free. After 8 p.m.
when dancing starts admission is
50 cents.
"The prices are right for a
workingman's purse and there's
beer and soda to quench your
thirst", the Auxiliary's invitation
says.
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Local 6 Warehousemen's Employers Rake in Profits
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU Moody's Industrials, show a rise
Local 6 warehousemen, pushing from $4,705,576 to $6,835,950 for
for a wage increase, last week the year ending June 30, 1950,
took a look at some fancy profit over the previous year.
figures chalked up by their em- THEY'RE ALL UP
ployers.
Owens-Illinois made a clear
The Local 6 Bulletin took a $15,067,584 in the twelve
crack at the fat slash in the months before September 30,
members' pay checks coming 1949, and upped it to $23,606,with the 25 per cent rent in- 334 this year.
crease, and concluded both landMcKesson Robbins cleared
lords and employers are doing $2,100,828 in just the three
all right.
months July-August-September.
Latest figures on Best Foods Last year it was $1,791,501 for
profits after taxes recorded in those three months.

Local 6 commented that anyone who has worked the belt
line at Hiram Walker doesn't
need figures to tell them what's
been happening, but here's the
documentary evidence. The 1949
take for the nine months before
May 31 was $19,643,269. This
year the liquor company
squeezed out more than $20 million, to be exact $20,143,704.
SOME DOUBLE HAUL
Steel's on the bandwagon, too.
A. M. Castle took $90,506 in the

three months before September
30, 1949, and $404,343 for the
same period of 1950.
Paraffine Companies doubled
its take for that three-month
period from $507,700 hi 1949 to
$1,041,155 this year.
Another doubler is General
Electric; for the six months ending June 31 their 1949 take was
$19,849,864 and their 1950 take
was $40,586,601. By September
30 General Electric's 1950 net
profit had risen to $112,919,454.

British Dock Ranks Fight
To Break the Wage Freeze

*Sorry, Charlene, but Ill have to ask you for my
ring back. Mother needs it for the curtain rod"

Child Labor Doubled and
Tripled in Ten Years
NEW YORK (FP)—In some matter of continuing concern."
age brackets child labor has
Mrs. Zimand pointed out that
tripled in the last 10 years, the the number of children 14 and
National Child Labor Committee 15 gainfully employed in April,
charged here November 12, warn- 1950, was three times greater
ing that the expanding rearma- than the number in April, 1940.
ment program will bring even Twice as many 16- and 17-yearmore youngsters into the labor olds were employed this April
than in April a decade ago.
force.
"The statistics give only a parThese startling allegations
were contained in the annual re- tial picture," Mrs. Zimand said.
port of the committee, which "They do not reveal the social,
stated that more than three mil- economic and psychological faclion boys and girls 14 to 17 years tors that impel boys and girls to
of age were employed at full- or take employment, nor the effect
part-time jobs during the last of work upon the young people
year. Thousands of children un- Involved.
der 14, it was said, were employed, chiefly on large commerMore than 44,000 veterans of
cial farms.
both World Wars have taken adSuch statistics, Secretary Ger- vantage of the State's low-cost
trude F. Zimand said, prove that "Cal-Vet" plan of home and farm
the problem of child labor, far financing. The interest rate has
from being a dead issue, is "a been 3 per cent since 1946.

LONDON, England —Pressure
by rank and file longshoremen in
all ports has resulted in moves
to negotiate a wage increase by
officials of the Transport & General Workers Union.
The nnion's leadership has
long supported the wage freeze
program and suppressed all talk
of working longshoremen's urgent peed for a wage hike to catch
up to booming prices.
TGWU Secretary Arthur Deakin led the fight at the September Trades Union Congress convention for "restraint!' in wage
demands, a policy that was
roundly dumped.
TENSION HIGH
Now, as the Port Workers
News puts it, when "tension in
the ports throughout the country
had reached breaking point, Deakin was forced to move."
The Port Workers Committee
paper lists the dockers' demands
as 25 shillings a day, about $3.50,
pensions at 65, two weeks' paid
vacation, and the 40 hour week.
Wages have been 19 shillings
a day since 1945, and prices have
risen steadily. For instance just
between September, 1949, and
May, 1950, the wholesale price
index rose over .10 per cent and
the food and tobacco index 20
per cent.
FREEZE DISCREDITED
The News hailed recent strikes
of Scottish miners and Smithfield
lorry drivers as "first positive
moves by British workers to fight
the wage freeze," pointing out
that if the employers were to be
made to grant a living wage
"something more than words was
needed."
"Rank and file trade unionists
in every industry have repudiated
the wage freeze," said the News,
"but many right wing trade
union leaders still cling to that

discredited policy while the employers pat them on the back,
"By holding back justifiable
wage demands for so long while
prices have been climbing ever
higher, the supporters of the
wage freeze will see the results
of their labors as industry after
industry reinforce their wage de.
mends by action."

Walsh Rolls
Up a Big
State Vote
SAN FRANCISCO With the
Independent Progressive Party
November 7 vote counted in only
17 out of 58 California counties
as The Dispatcher went to pro*
ILWU Local 10 Longshoreman
George Walsh had rolled up
241,636 votes for secretary oi
state.
The IPP needed only 102,000
votes for one of its candidates to
keep its place on the California
-ballot, or 3 per cent of the total
number of voters.
Campaigning against incumbent Frank Jordan, who took the
secretary's Job over from hie
father years ago, this longshoreman, never before in the public
eye, gained far more votes than
anyone had predicted.
He campaigned on such issues
as the need for rent controls and
more housing, and the rights ot
trade unions.

Landlords Aren't Satisfied with 25 Per Cent: They Want Everything
SAN FRANCISCO — Things
looked bleak enough for tenants
when San Francisco landlords
were granted the right to hike
rents 25 per cent. Now the landlords say 25 per cent is too little.
Apartment house owners meet,
Ing here November 14 argued for
complete removal of rent control
"In any form."
Their main spokesman was
Douglas Dorn, president of the

California State Apartment Con- pleted last week on orders of the
ference, who called the present supervisors.
increase "long overdue."
The outlook for housing in OakHe called for opposition to "all land was clouded too, with the
efforts to extend rent control," in Alameda County Committee for
Congress' short session.
Home Protection calling on cerWhat's left of the city's rent tain city councilmen to stop all
control can be saved after Decem- construction plans on 2,000 fedber 31 only if Congress does take eral housing units.
action, or if the city takes local
This committee backed Propoaction for an extension on the sition 10, the trick measure debasis of the housing survey corn- signed to kill low-cost housing,

which makes every community
vote on every housing project.
The committee now wants to hold
everything until the next Oakland
election in May.
A similar attack on 3,000 San
Francisco housing units under the
federal program is shaping up,
though plans for them were
drawn up months ago, money is
on hand, and ground-clearing is 'Which comics do you want? The,
cartoons,or the editorial page?"
underway.

Homey General Turns Clock Back 30 Years in Drive Against Aliens
By JACK ABBOTT
those arrested were citizens, gar Hoover and the Immigration
It the last few weeks, the Im- whom the department erron- and Naturalization Service have
migration and Naturalization eously assumed were aliens.
been trying to live them down
Service of the Justice DepartThe 1920 deportation deliriums ever since.
ment has been putting on an of- were accompanied by the big
But now Attorney General Mcfensive against aliens of allgedly fanfare that the arrests were nec- Grath has started some new Palradical political beliefs.
essary to forestall a big red revo- mer Raids. Like the old ones,
One has to go back 30 years to lution.
these consist of wholesale arrests
find the likes of this drive.
When it became obvious that of aliens because they are alIn 1920, the Justice Depart- this big red revolution was the leged to have radical political bement then under Attorney Gen- product of an over-heated imagi- Refs.
eral A. Mitchell Palmer arrested nation, and when protests IN MID OF' NIGHT
and attempted to deport hun- mounted all over the country, the
Like the old ones, the new
dreds of aliens as unwanted reds. drive subsided.
deportation raids are characterThe procedure used was marked WHOLESALE ARRESTS
ized by arrests in the middle of
by arbitrary imprisonment, third
In the meantime, however, hun- the night of persons who could
degree methods and holding of dreds of persons had been de- have been just as easily and
aliens incommunicado.
ported from the country -without politely asked to show up during
STOPPED 'REVOLUTION'
any semblance of a fair chance office hours at the Immigration
Among the targets of the drive to defend themselves. Still more Service headquarters.
were numerous labor union lead- individuals had been imprisoned
As in the old raids, the Justice
ers, including some who were for some time and harassed.
Department claims the right to
quite obviously not radicals at all.
The 1920 drive has gone down hold those arrested without bail.
Hundreds of others arrested had In history as the Palmer Raids. This contrasts with the fact that
no radical connections. Many et The Justice Department, J. Ed- even accused criminals, may not,

under the Constitution, be deIt seems pretty clear under the
tained without bail except in law that the denial of bail in
cases of murder or treason.
these cases is illegal and an
Since political deportation abuse of the attorney general's
cases generally drag out for discretion. It appears that the atyears, mostly because of the slow- torney general expected to get
ness of the Immigration Service, away with this action, however,
the department is really trying to In the belief that the courts
imprison people without the right would be intimidated by the curto bail, before they have been rent red scare.
convicted of anything.
In some of these cases the FORESEE DISTASTE
The attorney general has bad
Justice Department says that
holding the aliens without bail is only a partial success so far in
necessary for "security" reasons. this calculation. In some of the
That this is an artificial excuse habeas corpus cases which have
is shown by two things: (1) some tested the attorney general's acof those arrested had been re- tions, federal courts have released on bail only a short time leased the aliens on bail and have
before and have now been sud- strongly rebuked the Justice Dedenly rearrested; (2) the depart- partment.
ment never gives the slightest
One can expect that in calmer
hint of what danger these aliens times, persons will talk with dispose except to indicate that they taste of the MrGrath Raids of
have leftist views.
1950.
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One Marine Fireman Wages Fight
To Expose Dangers of Blacklisting

Local 10
Approves
Caucus Acts

SEATTLE — One member of union policy could, and maybe
the Marine *Firemen's Union is would use his power to eliminate
waging a fight in that union to opposition. if you are not permitwake up the membership to the ted to see the charges against you
dangers of Coast Guard blacklist- or to learn just who made them,
ing
just how is a person going to deRobert Casey last week circu- fend himself?
lated an open letter to the mem-This is directly contrary to the
bership. Excerpts from this letter Bill of Rights and the principle
follow:
of a person being innocent until
"To my way of thinking, this is proved guilty, therefore, let us
the beginning of an out and out have the union contest the legalblacklist similar to that existing ity of the courts set up by the
in the old shipping board days Coast Guard and Navy in their
solely for the purpose of elimi- latest effort to take us over. I
nating militant union seamen and not only demand trial in a civilby this act eventually will destroy ian court as befits a civilian but
waterfront labor organizations. .
want to know who the person or
"In the statements made by the persons are who made these false
Coast Guard, they say they be- accusations against me to the
lieve me to be sympathetic to or Coast Guard, and will then sue
a member of the C. Pi Believe them for defamation of character
—what are they getting paid to and reimbursement of lost inknow? This could apply to any come.
action taken by any delegate
"One such case and the high
which a captain or ether authori- pressure aboard a vessel will
ties would decide to call sub- think twice before they finger
versive.
other unlicensed personnel.
MOW TO DEFEND?
Brothers, this looks like an at"Think over in your minds jest tempt to destroy our maritime
how a vindictive employer, (inky union conditions under the guise
engineer, captain, mate or even of national security. . .
a labor tzar with whom you are LOOK AT KEY WORDS in disagreement personally over
"The wording of this act must

be entirely changed. . Let us
look at the three key words,
sympathetic, associate, and subversive:
"Sympathetic—listen to this—
At one Frisco meeting that I attended with Malone on the rostrum, we, as an organization,
went on record by a unanimous
vote to recognize the communist
government of China. This is and
could be, "Sympathy" for the
communists.
"Subversive—I want to know
just what organizations are listed
as subversive. Where are the lists
of the phony outfits? Are there
lists in our halls? Can one time
membership in the wobblies be
labeled as subversive? If so, half
of the oldtirners in the hall can
pack their balloons and head
down the road with me.
"Associate—Now this word is
really loaded with dynamite. Just
what does this cover? .
CAUCUS ASKED
"Aside from the facts above,
the real problem before us at the
present time is not to look into
the past but to save our organization from being destroyed... "I
propose that:
"All maritime unions affected
by the screening process have a
common caucus and demand the
rewriting of this bill; that we demand fair trials in civil courts,
and in any case where the member claims innocence, of the
contracts, hiring hall, job securcharges against him (subversive,
ity, equalization of earnings, etc., sympathy,
association, et, al.)
because such provisions of our that the
organization back these
!contracts have been suspended by members to the
fullest extent in
these regulations. If the union the
courts."
does not take said, forceful action to protest and forte needifi.
cation of these regulations, these
basic provisions of our contracts
are certainly out of the window.
"The Coast Guard will determine who will work and who
won't work, and we have had suf- Waterfront Guards
ficient experience with the Coast
ILWU waterfront guards, who
Guard to know that they firmly
believe that waterfront work can formerly worked for the Pinkerbest proceed without any inter- ton Agency in the ports of Los
ruption or complaints if there is Angeles, San Francisco, Portland
no union in the picture to raise and Seattle, ended months of
embarrassing questions about liv- fruitless negotiations with that
ing up to working and dispatch- company by negotiating an agreeing rules, load Waits, etc. The ment directly with the steamship
last two longshore caucuses at companies which brings a 37
North Bend and Seattle discussed cents per hour raise,
They will now receive /1.67 per
the dangers of this so-called
screening program. Our worst hour from the steamship COMfears are borne out by these new panies, instead of the $1.30 Pinkregulations."
erton rate.
In San Francisco Local 95 of
the Pinkerton guards has amalDutch Labor Lots Worse
gamated with Local 75 gatemen
Off Than Before War
and watchmen and the men will
AMSTERDAM (ALN) — Real work under Local 75 contract
wages of Dutch workers are still conditions, including the hiring
far below prewar, despite higher hall.
The hiring hall rotation system
industrial production and profits,
will prevail up and down the
labor sources here calculate.
Although average money wages Coast. In Seattle the guards are
have doubled in the last 10 years, members of Local 9, in Portland
from 27/
1
2 florins, to 56 florins they are members of Local 40,
($15 at present rates) a week, and in Los Angeles of Local 26.
prices have advanced far more ILWU WON ELECTION
quickly.
The guards had held a contract
The basic necessities such as with the Pinkerton Agency for
food, rent, heat, electricity, cloth- five years, which Pinkerton caning and taxes whit/ could be celed last June 15. Then the combought for the prewar weekly pany questioned whether the
wage of 271
/
2 florins would now ILWU represented the men and
cost 75/
1
2 florins. In other words, Lundeberg's Seafarers Guards
if a worker wanted to Me at the filed for an election. The ILWU
prewar standard on his present won a coastwise Taft-Hartley
wage, he would have to go into election hands down.
debt to the extent of more than
Pinkerton still would not nego26 per cent of his paycheck each tiate a satisfactory agreement, inweek. If a worker lives within his sisting on taking away conditions
present income, on the other already won, particularly vacahand, he must consume 26 per tiont. It refused to pay more
cent less than he did before the than $1.40 per hour.
The membership voted to
war.

SAN FRANCISCO — Local 10
longshoremen-November 15 voted
approval of the Seattle caucus
actions for a contributory, pension plan, steamschooner agreement, improvements in the Welfare Plan, and a fight for the
hiring hall.
They approved policy statements on National CEO, on building real rank and file labor
unity, on condemning the American Medical Associtaion attack on
group health plans, on repeal
of the McCarron Law and on the
economic pinch ahead.
Other actions approved called
for support to the Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt defense, to locals in
Hawaii, to ILWU Pinkerton workers, and to Marine Cooks screened from their jobs.

UE Fights for
McCarran Victim

ILWU Baffles Blacklist;
Coast Guard Hearing Set
(Continued From Page 1.)
and photographs. No one without
such a card will be allowed en.
trance to any pier or waterfront
facility considered 'vital to military defense.'
APPEALS FRAUD
"Security cards will be denied
anyone whose 'character and habits of life' are 'believed' to be, in
the opinion of the Coast Guard,
Inimical to United States Scentity. Grounds for the Coast Guard
'believing' anyone to be inimical
to security include: (a) Affiliation. sympathy or support to subversive organizations, combinations of persons or programs;(b)
mental instability; (c) criminal
record indicating habitual criminal tendency;(d) addiction to the
excessive use of alcohol or drugs.
"No one is supposed to be denied a card solely on account of
union activity. This is expressly
for the purpose of leaving the
way open for union activity to be
considered along with something
*hie which the United States
Coast Guard believes is sufficient
for blacklisting purposes.
"The appeals machinery in the
regulations is a complete fraud.
If a man is denied a seeurity
card, a hearing is supposed to be
held, but the appeals board just
has to sit there, making no
charges and let the individual
who is being blacklisted try to
prove be is entitled to receive a
card even though the individual
has no way of knowing what he
has been charged with
swAits BORNE OUT
"Finally, the avowals board can
only recommend clearance to the
Coast Guard. Since the Coast
Guard has already barred the
man, it isn't likely to reverse itself. Such cases as have already
come to our notice clearly indicate this fact. It is dear that the
whole procedure is a blacklisting
one with a phoney kangaroo court
make-believe appeals board.
"It's going to be easy for the
shipowners to sit back and say
they can do nothing about our

DOOM

The two men above
finked on Local 13
longshoremen in the C-Trader
beef.

IPERMINALS
strike, but postponed action several times on indications Pinkerton might settle.
When the strike deadline was
set for November 2, the various
steamship companies who used
Pinkerton services agreed to hire
the men directly.

one hatch on steam schooner type
vessels like the C-Trader since
1936, and the longshoremen's
right to steam schooner work
was part of the 1948 strike settlement, but Lundeberg and
Chamberlain have ignored past
practice and the arbitrators.

C-Trader

Hawaii Arbitration
The Chamberlain Company's
Hawaii longshoremen won an
C-Trader was met in San Pedro arbitration decision October 27,
last week by four Local 13 pick- when Ernest B. De Silva ruled
ets, with 2,000 longshore ob- that Kahului Railroad Company
servers on hand.
violated the longshore agreement
Its first stop was the Patten- by promoting non-union workers
Blinn Lumber Company, where during the last year's dock strike.
Lundeberg's Sailors Union of the
The union held that contract
Pacific worked all hatches in provisions on no-discrimination
violation of the arbitrator's de- for union activity and no sencision limiting the Sailors to one iority were violated by the comhatch.
pany in promoting 10 non-union
AFL Lumber Workers walked men to junior and senior truck
out of the Pattern-Blinn Mill, so driver classifications.
the C-Trader shifted to the San
The company held that the
Pedro Lumber Company where contract was suspended during
the AFL Lumber Workers again the strike, but the arbitrator said
refused to work.
the strike was legitimate union
activity and the contract was not
ILWU SUES
The ILWU on November 15, suspended.
filed suit against the Chamberlain Company for wages lost to Checkoff
longshoremen and for enforceCheckoffs for dependent coverment of arbitration decisions in
both San Pedro and Reedsport, age under the Permanente Health
Ore., giving longshoremen the Plan will start January 1, in the
right to work all hatches but one. Portland area for longshoremen
Sailors have been limited to of Local 8 and Local 4 and shipsclerks of Local 40.
The locals pay a flat fee to
Personal consumption expenditures on goods and services In- the employers, which remains the
creased during the second quarter same no matter how many famof 1950 at an annual rate of ilies use the service. The check$184.2 billion, compared with a off takes a pile of work off the
$182.4 billion figure in the first locals, besides helping families to
keep up their coverage.
quarter.

Above are some of the more than SOO Los Angelep tops that
ed out to meet the C-Trader on its
first trip to San Pedro, where Lundeberg's Sailors'violated lila arbitrator's ruling that Local 13 longShoremen should work all hatches but one. The foot troops in the background havei4c4 guns and rnachina guns.

C-Trader Cops

ST. LOUIS — The McCarran
law violates both the U. S. Constitution and the United Nations
charter, attorneys for the United
Electrical Radio & Machine Workers (unaffiliated) charged here in
briefs filed in federal district
court
The briefs were filed in the
case of Mrs. Antonia Sentner,
wife of UE International Representative William Sentner, one of
the first victims of the new act.
After being jailed for four
days, Mrs. Sentner was released
on a $2,000 bond pending a final
decision on her bail.

WE Wants Security
To Help Its Raiding
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
CIO's International Electrical
Union, set up by National CIO
to raid the United Electrical
Workers, is trying to use the
security-screening hysteria to
further its raiding program.
IUE Administrator James
Carey asked President Truman
to require UE officers "to submit themselves to security investigations," or lose UE bargaining rights in defense

OWL

hisrevrommt
UE Strikers Hold Tight
With Wide Support
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Immigration
Won't Free
Mangaoang
SEATTLE — The immigration
service November 13 denied freedom on bail to Ernesto Mangaoang, ILWUr Cannery Workers Local 7-C business agent, who has
been imprisoned for a month'
under the MeCarran Act.
District Director of Immigration John P. Boyd, who has
figured in the frameups against
ILWU President Harry Bridges
for years, informed Mangaoang's
lawyers he wouldn't act because
the federal court, had previously
refused to act.
The court once granted habeas
corpus— freedom— but immigration agents came up with a new
warrant of arrest before Mangaoang was freed.
SEALED BOTTLES
No books or papers are allowed in the jail, but both Mangaoang and a fellow McCarran
Act victim, Boris Sasieff, told
visitors the light is so bad they
don't want to read anyway.
Another prohibition in the jail
is any kind of medicine, unless
it comes with a seal on the bottle. So Mangaoang, who says the
jail food isn't very good and has
been taking vitamins, gets his
vitamins only through the following procedure:
His doctor to a county doctor,
to the drug store to the jail to
the prisoner, all in unbroken, unopened, hermetically sealed little
jars.

Sugar Wages Now
6 Cents Over Base
HONOLULU, T. H.—Base sugar
wages in the Territory of Hawaii
were 86 cents per hour in November, 11
/
2 cents over October and
6 cents over the minimum base
on the sliding scale.
" The sliding scale is based on
the price of raw sugar in New
York, with 80 cents the absolute
minimum.

OAKLAND, Calif. — United
Electrical Workers strikers at the
General Electric transformer
plant are holding tight, fighting
speedy') and insisting that the
company negotiate in good faith.
The strikers are picking up
support from many directions,
unions of all affiliations, farmers
and small businessmen.
ILWU Local 1/ warehousemen
in San Jose sent the strikers 250
pounds of beans and a cash donation. Many Local 6 East Bay
houses are coming through with
groceries, including Durkees,
Blue Bird Potato Chip, American

Cleveland Raise

a half for all Saturday work and
double time for Sundays and
holidays.
The new agreement runs three
years, with wage openings every
six months. The union has the
right to'strike at wage openings.
The negotiating committee ineluded Les Young, Ray Parge,
Bob York, Art Hill, Ralph Collins, Lou Sherman and Gil Canales.

Local 209 members won 5 cents
across the board effective Novemlaer 22 at Bingham Hardware
. Company in Cleveland, bringing
increases achieved since the middie of last July. to 15 cents.
The Bingham contract was not
open, but in view of pending
manpower and wage controls the
union asked for a wage review
and agreement on the raise was
reached on a mutual consent Restemeier Raise
basis.
Another in Local 209's steady
Other terms of the contract remain as is, with provision for series of gains is a 5 cents per
another wage review any time hour raise across the board at
H. T. Restemeier Potato Chip
after July 16, 1951.
Negotiations were conducted Company in Cleveland, effective
Local 6 WareNovember 6.
houseman Henry by the shop committee, composed.
The union members requested
of Max Humphrey, Andrew ZalMario*, at the left in the upper enko, Steve Rosin, Doug Vidler a wage review and arrived at the
picture, won reinstatement to and Jack Katona.
Increase on a mutual consent
his [ob at the H. S. Crocker
basis outside the terms of their
formal agreement on the basis of
plant in San Bruno, Calif., last Durkee Demonstration
the radical change in economic
week, plus $350 in cash. ILWU
Durkee workers, members of conditions since negotiation at
Research Director Lincoln Fairley, pictured with Mariott, pre- the Oakland, Calif., division of the agreement.
Local 6, held a big demonstration
The basic agreement was unsented his case, and Steward meeting after work, November touched. It provides the right to
Tom Norton, below, put up. a 15, to push their wage drive.
an additional wage reopening on
winning battle for Mariett's
Local 6 members from other increases only any time after May
reinstatement.
plants were there, and a delega- 1, 1951.
tion from the new Northern
Negotiations were handled by
California Joint Action Commit- the shop committee, composed of
unions Marge Serafin, Ruth Zavalnak,
tee made up of locals
expelled by National CIO, to Rose Marie De Moo, and Florence
pledge support to the wage drive Kascsak.
activities.
The Durkee workers mean- Demands on Fulton
with the company first offering while are taking up all grieveither $1,200 or reinstatement ances in the plant, and all the
Local 26's new members at
and finally coming through with workers are wearing signs on Fulton Bag in Los Angeles, with
both reinstatement and the $350. their backs saying: "We want a National Labor Relations Board
victory under their belts, have
Mariott had worked at Crocker more dough."
for 4 years and 9 months before
The company tried to fire the drawn up demands for their first
he was discharged, and he was first group of workers who blos- contract.
The main demand is a 25 cents
always a rigid stickler for the somed out with the signs, but
union policy of no speedup. For then (everybody put a sign on, per hour raise. Others are adinstance at vacation times he in- there was a big meeting, and the justment of piece rates, seven
paid holidays a year, 3 cents per
sisted on replacement of men so workers got their jobs back.
hour for an insurance and welthat those left on the job
fare plan, and a standard 'vacawouldn't have to pay for vaca- Local 26 Gain
tion clause including three weeks
tions with sweat.
A new contract approved by vacation after 15 years.
STEWARD IS CREDITED
Negotiating corn m ttet me n
Local 26 members at California
Mariott is very active in the Hardware in Les Angeles pro- elected by the members are. Ted
union; he's been on the griev- vides an 8% cents wage package Schoenfeldt, George Branca;
ance, publicity and political ac- and the full union shop.
Mary Nixon, Carmen Chavez, Miltion committees and on the exeA wage increase of 5 cents an dred Sias, Irene Leary and Lou
cutive board. He's now on the hour is retroactive to November Sherman.
executive board of the San Fran- 1, bringing the minimum rate to
cisco National Association for $1.521
Gains
/
2, and the company will Local
the Advancement of Colored Peo- pay an additional 3/
1
2 cents to
ple, and was chairman a the finance a welfare and insurance
Some thousand members of
NAACP labor-industry committee plan.
Local 6 cracked through to wage
when it created the Affiliated
This plan, under joint control increases of 7% and 10 cents last
Clubs last year and won many of company and union, will bring week. The local's wage drive has
jobs for Negroes.
hospitalization, surgical and sued- so far resulted in increases for
He credits Local 6 Steward ical care to all members and 2,700 members.
Latest raises were at Colgate
Torn Norton with a fine job on their dependents.
Another gain is three weeks Palmolive Peet and Albers Millthe reinstatement fight and on
vacation after 15 years service. Mg, both East Bay independents,
fighting speedup in the plant.
Feet's which employs 600 to
In addition to the cash settle- The union estimates 25 workers
ment, Mariott is due to receive will benefit from this provision. 1,000 workers depending on the
season, granted a 7% cents raise
5 weeks of unemployment corn- RIGHT TO STRIKE
Clarification of various contract across-the-board effective Novellepensation, held up by the cornsections now guarantees time and her I. The workers there had al- pany previously.

Victors

6

Local 26 Wins Smashing Victory At National Metals—Wages Up 1k
WILMINGTON, Calif. — Local turned up outside the plant and story from the 5 cents offer the for themselves they would fight
.
company tried to put over early with the rest of the plant to bring
26 crashed through National clinched the victory.
up the wage rates of the majority
in negotiations,
Metal & Steel Corporation resist- MEMBERSHIP UNITED
ance November 16 to the resoundThe membership 'let the corn- of the workers.
Terms of the settlement are a
This rank and file militance
ing tune of a wage raise averagpany know it was united and deing 18 cents per hour for all 15 cents raise to laborers and terrnined to win a bigger raise, brought successive wage offers
several other classifications, 22%
workers.
and numerous AFL, CIO and un- after the 5 cents, 8 cents, then
The settlement, achieved after cents to burners, 25 cents to hook affiliated unions in the harbor 13.4 cents, and finally the 111
cents, which puts Local 26 far
four hours of strike action, was tenders, and 31 cents to the lay- area pledged their support.
out in front of the national patapproved by a general meeting of out man.
All diesel mechanics and help- OUT IN FRONT
tern of raises.
the strikers on recommendation
The highly skilled diesel meNegotiating committee memof the rank and file negotiating ers, the highest paid craftsmen in
the yard, were raised 10 cents ebonies, formerly members of bers are Bill Wright Julio Mencommittee,
AFL unions and the Machinists, der, John Conley, Sivino Sales,
1
2 cents.
Negotiations lasted all night and two electricians 12/
The raises average 18 cents for announced that though they were Major Goulsby, Jack Newton,
November 15, still going on at 7
Seeliger and Al Caplan.
;Loyd
the next morning when pickets the entire plant„ a far different satisfied with a smaller increase
1
.
4166

Local 9 Plans
Christmas Party
ILWU
SEATTLE, Wash.
Warehouse Local 9 will give a
Christmas party for children on
Sunday. December 17, 2:30 p.m.,
at the MEBA Hall, 1923% First
Avenue.

WAREHOUSE SIC nismnornoni

Local 6 Wins Another Job
Victory; Marioff Reinstated
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local 6 chalked up the third in a
series of job victories last week,
winning reinstatemek of Henry
Mariott to his job at the H. S.
Crocker printing plant in San
Bruno.
Mariott got his job back with
full seniority rights, and he received a cash payement of $350
and will receive a two weeks
vacation April 17, 1951, his anniversary date.
VICTIM OF SPEEDUP
Mariott was the victim of a
janitor - guard - steam plant engineer speedup deal, supposed to
take care of three full-time jobs
as he put it. A former Crocker
superintendent fired him allegedly for letting the plant go cold
on the night of January 13, 1950.
Local 6 held that wasn't the
real reason for the firing, but
just an excuse for moving against
a man when they couldn't do it
under the contract's seniority
provisions. The union fought the
case through to arbitration which
started November 9.
After one session where ILWU
Research Director Lincoln Fairley presented the facts in the
case and Mariott told his story,
the company offered to settle.
Secretary-Treasurer Richard Lynden handled the settlement talks,

Can, and Colgate Palmolive Peet.
Long,shore 'Local 10's executive
board voted to recommend that
the HE chief steitard from the
GE plant speak before the whole
membership.

ready won 21 2 cents and an additional holiday fiat June 1.
ACME, TOO
The Albers contract, which expired October 1, was renegotiated
with a 10 cents raise retroactive
to that date. Another gain was an
additional paid holiday. Local 6
has 200 members at Albers.
The Feet's contract also provides for a 4 cents raise with
every 5 per cent jump in the coat
of living.
In San Francisco Acme Export
hiked pay in all classifications 10
cents effective October 23. Here,
too, the workers had won a 2/
1
2
cents raise and an additional holiday in June.

Thrifty Settlement
Local. 26 members at Tbritv
Drug have approved new wagt
rates offered by the company
which boost pay for warehousemen, order fillers, packers and
/
2 to
freight handlers from $1,521
$1.571
/
2 per hour.
Thrifty workers will receive an
additional 5 cents raise January
/
2
1, 1951, and an additional 21
cents April 1, 1951, for a total of
12/
1
2 cents in a six-month period
and a $1.65 base rate.
On Septernber I, 1951, the coinpany will start paying 3% cents
per hour for eaeh worker into a
trust fund under joint employer-.
union control to finance a meincal, hospital, surgical plan.
The plan will cover all regular
workers under the union contract.
The union is investigating various plans available in the area.

First Break-Through
First results of Local 264 cam,.
paign to win voluntary raises in
mid-contract came at Henry Asphalt in Loa Angeles. All the
workers in the shop signed a petition urging the company to art
/
2
now. Negotiations brought a 71
cents per hour general raise retroactive to October 20.
Representing the union were
Local 26 Vice-President George
Lee and Shop Steward Ulysses
Garrett,

Another Victory
in its biggest union shop election to date, Local 26 won by 110
to 15 at Friedman Bag. This was
the seventeenth union shop election victory since the local was
certified by the National Labor
Relations Board last March.

1S Cents Hike
Foreign Trade Export Cornpany and Local 26 in Wilmington
agreed last week on a 15 cents
per hour wage raise, bringing the
minimum rate to $1.65 effective
November 6.
Business Agent Loyd Seeliger
handled the negotiations.

Lockout at Lincoln
Gladding IiicBean locked out
Local 17 members at its LincSitat"
Calif., plant November 20, ignoring contract grievance procedure.
Local 17 Secretary Frank
Thompson charged the huge cornpany with trying to bust the union, commenting on company efforts to speedup and to chisel on
the contract.

-DISPATCHER
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Fishermen
Want Basic
Benefits

Alaska Locals Tighten Structure of
Union; Hear Robertson and Buicke
JUNEAU, Alaska — Delegates
representing 10 ILWU Southeastern Alaska locals and divisions
tightened up their union at a
caucus here October 27 and 28.
Distance between locals is a
problem in Alaska, so the delegates worked out a program to
coordinate their actions effectively, as well as a program for
integration of the newly-affiliated
cannery and fishermen's locals.
They set up subcommittees
from the various locals in the
four major industries, longshore,
marine warehousing, canneries
and fishing, to draw up with the
rank and file, demands for new
contracts.
NEED SECURITY
Fishermen's delegates hit the
floor to tell of their need for
more money for their fish, on the
basis of weight and not per fish,
and their need for social security
like other workers.
Cannery delegates hit long
hours, low and discriminatory pay
rates, and women's special problems.
Longshore delegates told of
their new welfare plan, and marine warehousemen of how their
wages and conditions improved
as soon as all locals in the industry acted together.
ILWU First Vice-President J. R.
(Bob) Robertson and Second
Vice-President Germain Bulcke
represented the International.
MEANS FOR PROGRESS
Robertson described the progress of the Hawaii locals which

are in somewhat the same situation in a Territory, stressing onthe-job machinery as a means for
progress.
An invited guest at the sessiont
was Andy Barlow, executive secretary of the CIO United Trollers
of Alaska.
The conference set a legislative
program for the benefit of ILWU
mejnbers and the Alaska community, urging the Territorial
legislature to enact a wage-hour
law with a $1 per hour minimum
wage and time and a half after 8
hours in one day or 40 in one
week.
HIT FISH TRAPS
Another demand was a sickness
and accident measure for all
commercial fishermen to provide
transportation, and full medical
care, to be financed out of the
fishermen's license tax.
The delegates called for improvement of workmen's compensation, liberalization of unemployment benefits to help workers' dependents and seasonal
workers, enactment of a disability
insurance measure, an adequate
tax program to support decent
schools, and a welfare program
to give pensioners a decent living
and provide aid for blind and
needy children.
The conference called on the
U.S. Congress to abolish fish
traps. The end of fish traps was
voted overwhelmingly by the
Alaska people and the fishermen
have been pushing on it ever
since, but Congress has failed to

Skeletons in the Teamsters' Closet

follow the voters' mandate.
UPSTREAM FISHING
Delegates urged Congress to
transfer regulation of natural resources, particularly fish, fur and
game, to the Territory, and to
eliminate the Fish & Wildlife
Service restriction of power-boat
fishing in Bristol Bay.
They recommend that all ILWU
locals in Alaska urge the service
that when a stream is overstocked
it "move the stream markers in,"
meaning that when there are
plenty of fish to provide a supply
in future years fishermen should
be allowed to fish further upstream.
If Stephens Passage is opened
for commercial fishing, the fishermen want no fish traps permitted there.
Other demands of the conference included repeal of TaftHartley and other restrictive
laws, enactment of rent control,
no sales tax, and statehood.
DELEGATES NAMED
The conference voted full support to the Bridges-RobertsonSchmidt defense and to Local 222
members striking at Petersburg
for a contract for shrimp and crab
cannery workers.
Delegates at the conference
were Oscar Erickson of the
Alaska Fishermen's Union, Hans
J. Hansen of Local 61 in Ketchikan, Marjorie Dyakanoff of Cannery Workers Local,61-C, Fred
Kanouse of Longshore Local 62
in Ketchikan, Al Inman of Fishermen's Local 3-30 and Woodworkers Local 96 in Ketchikan,
Art Olin of Local 61, Thelma Kanouse of Local 61-C;
W. M. McCall of Local 3-30, International Representative Verne
Albright of Local 62, Joe Guy of
Longshore Local 16 in Juneau,
Anna Mae Anderson of Cannery
Workers' Local 16-C in Juneau,
Mike Sexton of Marine Warehouse Local 41 in Juneau, Margaret Williams of Cannery Workers. Local 222 in Petersburg;
William Mather of the Cannery
division of Local 251 in Metlakatla, Erland Pearson of Local 16,
Dan Hocson of Local 16-C, Florence Guadette of Local I6-C, John
Olafson of Local 16, Mathew ()semen° of Local 16-C, and William
Jackola of Local 41.

Just what kind of all
outfit is the Teamsters
Union that is plotting
to wreck ILWU Local
6? There are plenty of
skeletons in the Teamster's closet. Local 6
dragged those skeletons out into the light
last week in a leaflet
sent to all members in
the San Francisco Bay
Area to alert them to
what goes on in a union run by a dictator,
and what it means in
loss of decent wages
and conditions. Local
6's leaflet covers the
Teamsters' raiding history, lack of local au•
tonomy,strikebreaking,
collusion with employers, corruption, weakness on porkchops, failure to protect women
and older workers, and
discrimination against
Negroes. All the facts
presented are carefully
documented. For instance on the autonomy
issue, all you have to
do is look at the Teamster constitution I.
to find out that President Tobin or Dave
Beek can jerk a local's
charter and put it into
receivership any time
they feel like it. Evidence of collusion
comes from the complaints of other unions,
including ALL unions,
against Teamster aid to
employers in strike and
organizing situations.
The leaflet compares
Local 6 wages and conditions with Teamster
conditions in Seattle,
with the Teamsters
coming out on the short
end on virtually every
item of importance to
a working warehouseman.

Los Angeles
Ordinances
Repeal Asked
LOS ANGELES — The Trade
Union Defense Committee demanded this week that the County Board of Supervisors repeal
the "anti-subversive" ordinances
enacted in August.
This committee, formed after
the arrest of Business Agent Gus
Brown of Furniture Workers
Local 576 and pledged to aid
the defense of all trade unionists, was voted support by the
recent ILWU executive board
meeting.
It pointed out to the Supervisors that two judges have already declared the ordinances
unconstitutional, and that no
public hearings or discussion
were held when the ordinances
were enacted.

To Islands"-wu

First
Vice President J. R.(Bob) Robertson left
San Frandsco last week for a
three-week tour of Hawaii to
review ILWU progress and
problems in the Territory.

Unions Pool
Resources To
Fight Attacks
(Continued from Page 1)

tends Taft-Hartleyism to all
the American people, imposing the concepts of thought
control and concentration
camps.
Crimp Halls, Too
"The maritime industry,"
says the call, "is subjected to
special repressive legislation
under the provisions of the
Magnuson Act which seeks to
company-unionize the maritime industry by placing all
maritime labor under the
control of the Coast Guard.
• "This Act by use of the
'screening' technique would
restore discriminatory hiring
practices; it would bring back
the practice of shipping
through crimp halls; it would
threaten the continued existence of the hiring hall which
is the heart of maritime
unions."
Sponsors Listed
The conference was called
"because those who are today
at the head of the AFL and
CIO have failed to defend labor in America against these
acts of aggression."
Sponsors besides the
ILWU are Marine Cooks
President Hugh Bryson, Secretary-Treasurer Maurice
Travis of Mine-Mill, President Ben Gold of Fur &
Leather Workers, President
Arthur Osman of Distributive, Processing & Office
Workers, President Joseph
Selly of American Communications Association, President Ernest deMaio of United
Electrical Workers District
11,Secretary-Treasurer Grant
Oakes of UE District II,
President James McLeish of
UE District 4, and President
Abram Flaxer of Public
Workers.

• 'l.
Aux! airy Grows
On Columbia River
NORTH BEND, Ore.—Mrs. Valerie Taylor, president of the
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries, returned here from visits to Columbia river ports with a report of
progress in auxiliary building and
greater interest in coordinating
the activities of all the local auxiliaries.
She visited Portland, Ore., Vancouver, Wash., and Longview,
Wash., accompanied at Longview
by Mrs. Beth Bolton, president of
Vancouver Auxiliary 11, to discuss local problems and programs.
Next meeting of the Federated
Executive Board will be the third
week of January in Vancouver,
with all auxiliaries invited to
send representatives and visitors.

SAN FRANCISCO — Opening
of the crab fishing season November 15 brought a serious
problem to the West Coast which
must be quickly resolved to prevent hardships upon the public
and upon fishermen, said a statement issued by the ILWU.
The statement pointed out that
crab fishermen currently receive
none of the benefits which are
now basic to all workers in the
United States.
This fact was recently dramatized by the plight of John Napoli whose heroic efforts to save
Navy personnel in the Benevolence disaster resulted in such injuries that he eon no longer
work at his craft As a result of
being a fisherman instead of an
ordinary worker he has no social
security, no disability benefits, no
medical insurance, or any other
benefits which might alleviate the
condition of himself and his family. Only an Act of Congress can
help hint.
The fishermen members of the
ILWU are demanding that, even
though they furnish their own
tools and gear, they be recognized by contract as employees
of the dealers who profit from
their labors and that they be protected by workmen's compensation, social security and all other
benefits that accrue to ordinary
workers.
FISHERMEN FED UP
Said the statement issued by
the ILWU on behalf of its fishermen's division:
"Fishermen are subject to even
more insecurity than besets other
workers. Few of the public who
eat fish or crab are aware of the
fact that the men who risk their
lives to harvest the catch are the
lowest paid food producers in the
United States. Fishermen get less
than 27 cents out of the consumer's fish dollar. Middlemen,
financiers and bankers get the
other 73 cents. Also, a fisherman
may or may not earn a day's pay
when he works.
"Yet, these producers of food
have lately been repeatedly prosecuted as violators of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act because they
have dared to ask for a better
share of the profts from their
labor.
"The fishermen are fed up
with the situation, and so much
so that they are prepared to take
and will take drastic measures to
bring the truth to the public. The
fact is that the public could pay
less for fish and the men who
harvest the fish could make a
better living without anybody
being hurt."

Keegan is
Defeated
Three to One
PORTLAND, Ore. — A major
labor election victory standing
out against many defeats was the
three to one vote for Terry D.
Schrunk as sheriff of Multnomah
County over John J. Keegan.
Keegan is a former captain of
detectives notorious for his part
in the frameup against nArti
President Harry Bridges. All
unions in the area, regardless of
affiliation, made Schrunk's election a main objective.
Another labor victory was election of Manley J. Wilson, editor
of the CIO International Woodworkers newspaper, to the state
legislature, but reactionary Republicans on the whole gained
strength.

Here's New Wrinkle
In 'I Am Not—'

"Sometimes event get fed up with
these tattlers who nut to the boss
with everythingr

HOLLYWOOD — Valentine
Davies gave the "I am not"
business a new wrinkle here.
He listed as his one qualification for candidacy for treasurer of the Screen Writers
Guild:
"I am not now nor have I
ever been a member of the
National Geographic Society."
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ILiNLI BATTLES 131. CKLIST
Unions Pool Resources to Fight Attacks
ILWU and
Others Will
Meet Nov. 28
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
one-day national conference
to rally labor forces against
a wage freeze, for price and
rent control and a price rollback, and for repeal of the
Taft-Hartley, McCarran and
Magnuson Acts will be held
here November 28.
Timed to coincide with the
opening of the next session
of Congress and aimed at
showing the politicians that
the living standards of American workers are rapidly going down, the conference was
called by a group of independent union leaders, including ILWU President
Harry Bridges.
No Third Movement
Bridges wrote all ILWU locals November 16 to make it
clear that the conference is
intended to pool union resources to fight off attacks on
the members' living standards, and not intended to establish any form of third labor federation or any such
apparatus.
Since AFL and CIO leaders
have made themselves such
a part of the political machine that they have practically abandoned the pork
chop fight, said Bridges,"We
cannot let the politicians ...
run away with the idea that
anybody speaks for our
unions except our own representatives."
The conference call, addressed to all unions, reviewed employer attacks on
the economic and political
fronts, stating:
"During this recent period
profits have reached heights
never before known in the
history of our country. In the
face of these super profits
working men and women
have suffered a serious decline in living standards.
On Workers' Backs
"Prices, rents and taxes
continue to rise while the corporations confront labor with
the threat of a wage freeze.
"The full burden of the
war economy is being placed
on the backs of the workers.
Speedup and contract chiseling is the order of the day.
Discrimination against the
Negro people is being intensified. Wage increases are bitterly resisted."
The political attack on
unions, says the call, is typified by Taft-Hartley with its
aid to employers against
union security and the hiring
hall. The McCarran law ex(Continued on Back Page)
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Coast Guard
Sets Hearing 1
On Screening
SAN FRANCISCO — The
ILWU is going to Washington
on November 27th to fight
Coast Guard union-busting.
A public hearing is scheduled to be held on that date
on the newly set up screening
regulations of the Coast
Guard.
The ILWU is scheduled to
be represented by the Coast
Labor Relations Committee
which consists of ILWU President Harry Bridges, Howard
Bodine and L. B. Thomas.
To all locals of the ILWU on
November 14 the Coast Labor Re.
lations Committee sent a co
munication saying:
"The International and the
Coast Committee are preparing a
written protest against the regulations which will set forth our experiences with so-called 'screening' being used to blacklist longshoremen, and will outline the
position adopted by unanimous
vote of the last two longshore

They Do it Above is a photostatic reproduction of a Coast Guard Screening caucuses.
to a member of the Marine Firemen's Union. The notice ALL TO BE HEARD
"We have already inquired as
came from Washington, D. C., only Fier repeated demands from the seaman to learn the charges
to the procedure of the public
against him. He didn't learn much. (See story on Page 6.)

How

What the Election Means...An Editorial
The national leaders of labor, Phil Murray, have knocked themselves out urging the rank
I Bill Green and their stooges are constantly and file to put their faith, energy and especiurging labor's rank and file to support them ally their hard-earned dollars into delivering
and their policies because they, the leaders, support at the polls to back up the political
claim to have an "in" with the Truman Ad- deals and policies worked out at the so-called
"top national level."
ministration.
Well, apparently something went wrong.
In some mysterious way, this "in" is supposed to pay off for the rank and file in the
form of better wages and conditions, lower
he ILWU believes in political action and
taxes, rents and prices, job security and
believes that it is necessary for labor unworld peace.
ions to interest themselves in political action
The "pay-off" is supposed to be especially and political candidates. All we say, however,
cinched if the unions do a real job of cleaning is this: that the rank and file which is exout the so-called reds and by adopting poli- pected to supply the energy, the muscle, and
cies that make them nice "respectable' un- the money, must have a voice and a vote
ions. The "respectable" program for wages is every step of the way—helping to select, ento avoid any strikes or stoppages by signing dorse and finance the candidates, as well as
nice, long, five-year contracts which freeze having a say as far as possible in determining
the platform and the policies on vvhich a poall working conditions except wages.
The wage item is taken care of by accept- litical candidate stands.
Plenty of rank and file votes went to elect
ing the Government's cost of living figures,
the
outright phoneys and reactionaries who
which are and always have been phoney,
which do not include rents, transportation, were recently elected by landslides in various
states. Only one conclusion can be drawn: the
taxes and many other things.
rank and file couldn't see any real difference
In this way, according to the programs of between many of the candidates supported
the Phil Murrays, the rank and file of labor by employers and the worst reactionary elestays on the job, their dues keep coming in ments and those whom their national leaderand they have more time and money to spend ship urged them to vote for.
to support the costly political deals mide beTaft, the most hated man of labor, won
tween the national labor leaders and the na- by 430,000 votes and carried all but four
tional politicians. The program is supposed to counties of Ohio, including the heavy induspay off in another way, and that is that un- trial areas around Akron, Canton, and Cleveions by being so "respectable" and non-strik- land. This means that thousands of Phil Maring and completely free from any so-called ray's own steel workers helped to elect Taft.
"communist" influence or members, would No one is going to try to tell us, as Taft and
really be able to do a job at election time the newspapers are trying to; claim, that the
without being the "labor kiss of death."
rank and file steel Workers any more than the
Union after union has been sold this line rank and file longshoremen or warehouseof baloney, particulaly the CIO unions. A col- men, are for Taft or his lousy law. But in a
lection of assorted national labor pie-cards
(Continued on Page 2)
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hearing. It will be conducted by
the Coast Guard. All maritime
unions and maritime employers*
associations are invited to attend
the hearing and to state their
views. We have contacted the
Coast Guard, through our offie*
in Washington, and have been assured that the hearing will continue until all who wish to speak
will have been heard.
"We strongly urge every local
in our waterfront division that
can possibly do so to send a representative or delegation to back
up the Coast Committee's and the
Caucus's position in this impor,
tant matter.
"From our analysis of them*
Coast Guard regulations, it is our
judgment that if the regulations
are enforced as the Coast Guard
has already indicated they will bo
enforced, we can forget about the
hiring hall, job security, grier.
ince machinery and no discrimination provisions of our contracts.
We can practically forget about
having an effective union functioning on the waterfront.
REGULATIONS ANALYZED
"The shipowners have already
indicated that their attitude will
be that the regulations supersede
such contractual responsibilities
as the shipowners might have had
under the contracts between the
union and their association.
"A brief analysis of the Coast
Guard regulations follows:
'Each man must apply for a
'Coast Guard Port Security Card.'
Each man applying for such a
card must be 'sponsored' either
by an employer or by 'an authorized official of the union.' In applying for a port security card,
each applicant must supply a
great deal of detailed personal
information, plus finger print*
(Continued from Page 6)
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What the Election Means

What's Welfare?
Questions and answers on the IL WI] longs/wit',
shipselerks and walking boss Welfare Plan.
Q. What use is the Permanente Identification card?
A. 1. It saves you time in making appointments for care,
since it shows your identification and your eligibility for service as, long as you are covered by the Welfare Fund.
2. It has the name, location and telephone numbers of
Permanente offices in your area on the back of the card, so
that you can contact them easily for service.(San Francisco
residents should add on the back of their card the name of
the Permanente Hospital in San Francisco: Permanente Harbor Hospital, 331 Pennsylvania Ave., Telephone: Mission
7-8981).
3. It helps to identify you and show where you should
be sent for treatment in case you're in an accident and are
being helped by strangers who find your identification card.
Q. If I'm no longer eligible for benefits under the Welfare Fund (for instance, if I've left the industry), will my Permamente identification card entitle me to the Health Plan's
benefits?
A. No. If your eligibility for Welfare Fund benefits
ends, so does your Permanente coverage, even though you
still have your identification card. Even if you present the
card for service When you're no longer covered by the Fund,
you will be billed later at regular private rates for any service
you get from Permanente.
Q. When I enroll my family in Permanente Health Plan,
do they get identification cards too or do they use my card?
A. Each member of your family will receive his own
identification card, which should be presented whenever requesting medical care.

Emergency Care Outside of Your Area

(Continued from Page 1)

union like the steel workers, where because
of the policies of Philip Murray,the rank and
file are even denied the right to vote on a
matter far more important to them than electing a political candidate, namely, the issue of
going out on strike, or approving their own
agreements, it's not so startling that when
they do get a chance to vote by secret ballot,
they express themselves as they did in the
recent election.
Dirkson of Illinois campaigned on the slogan the Marshall Plan is like pouring money
down a rathole, the democratic party is a
communist party and is leading the country
into war." With these slogans, he defeated
Truman's own chief lieutenant in the Senate,
Scott Lucas.
In California Helen Gahagan Douglas
went all out on the democratic program. She
took the worst dumping any Senate candidate
has taken, being beaten by one of the most
psychopathic reactionaries ever to cross the
pages of American history. It's a cinch that
her stunt of having F. Joseph Donohue, the
collector of liars and perjurers in the Bridges
case, come to California to help her campaign
cost her many a vote.
The ILWU in California tried to get the
rank and file to support Mrs. Douglas. That
we were apparently not too successful is
largely because we had no say in the matter
of her being a candidate or in her political
program.
More than 40 million people voted on
November 7. This was the largest number of
people to vote in history in an off year election. There is no question that the result was
a major defeat for the Democratic Party, but,
and this is the part that directly concerns us,
it was also a major defeat for labor,-especially for those labor organizations which had
tied themselves so closely to the Democratic
administration.
From all this we can draw no comfort. We
can expect that the coming Congress will
have a thorough-going reactionary complexion. We can expect that the more liberal or
so-called pro-labor representatives in Congress will 'thick the heat by going along with
many anti labor reactionary schemes.
We can expect something else, too: the soTV called pay-offs that those who have an
"in" with the administration and which we
have failed to see develop in any real form
so far, are certainly not going to develop now.
What is actually going to happen is that the
natibnal leaflets of labor, for the very reason

that they claim to have an "in" at the top, are
going to be ordered,.forced, or required to
kick the rank and file of labor more in line.
It's going to be the job of the national
labor unions with an "in" to try to explain to
the rank and file how higher prices, bigger
profits, frozen wages, no rent controls and
bigger taxes are necesary because of the billions that are to be spent in defense programs; and let's not kid ourselves—the plans
are already made to have those billions
squeezed out of the working people.
Insofar as our union is concerned, it's
only chance even to maintain its present living standards and working conditions, its job
security, its contracts, and its hiring halls is
to depend upon our unity and economic
strength and solidarity. Such a program, built
our union.
We urge our rank and file to beware of
all people, either within our union or from
outside, who come along with a line about
playing ball with the politicians and in this
way our present condtions and wages will be
preserved and may be even improved. It's
true there's a pay-off in such a line, but only
for the individuals who peddle it, and only for
their own personal benefit.
From now until the next elections the politicians are going to be so busy figuring out
how to get re-elected that they are going to
have litle time to do anything to benefit labor.
The ILWU will keep its union, its conditions
and its contracts and go ahead and strengthen
these things; not because of the politicians,
but despite them; and not through top political deals, but without them.
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Q. What coverage do I have under my group health
plan when I'm away from the area (i.e., more than 30 miles
away from the nearest group health office)?
A. You are covered for emergency medical care for
accidental injury, up to a total of $250, when you're more
than 30 miles away from the nearest group health office.
This means that the bills you pay for the care of your injury
will be re-imbursed to you by your group health plan.
Q. How do I get my bills reimbursed?
A. Send the receipted bills to the Health Plan office,
along with a note of explanation, or bring them in person to
the Health Plan office. The check for re-imbursement will be
mailed to you.
Q. What medical bills will be re-imbursed by my group
health plan for care of an accidental injury?
A. You'll be re-imbursed for bills paid for doctor's care,
for hospitalization, surgery, medicines and drugs, x-rays and
laboratory work, and ambulance service.
Q. Will my group health plan reimburse me for medical
care for illness when I'm out of the area (i.e., more than 30
miles away from the health plan office)?
A. No. Your group health plan re-imburses only for care
of accidental injury, but not for illness.
Q. If I continue to get medical care for an injury after
the emergency is over and while I'm still out of the area,
will I be re-imbursed for these expenses?
A. No. The re-imbursement is only for the necessary
emergency care after the accident. If you need follow-up
medical treatment afterwards, you're expected to return to
the group health office or hospital for further care.

Home Medical Care Under Group Health Plans
Q. Can I get doctor's care in my home, under my group
health plan?
A. Yes. Whenever you are too ill to go to the doctor's
office, you should call the group health offices and ask for
a doctor to be sent to your home.
Q. What is the charge for the doctor's housecall?
A. You'll be charged $2.00 for his call. There is no
further charge if the doctor makes additional home calls to
treat you for the same illness. However, if he makes another
home call to treat you for a new illness, you'll be charged
$2.00 for this call.
Q. Can the members of my family who are enrolled in
the group health plan also get doctor's care at home?
A. Yes. However, they will be charged $2.00 for each
visit the doctor makes, even if he makes more than one call
to treat the same illness.
Q. When is a nurse's visit made to my home?
A. Whenever your doctor sends a nurse to your home, to
administer treatment that he prescribes. There is no charge
for a nurse's call for you or for members of your family enrolled in the plan.
Q. Is it better to go to the doctor's office when I'm able
than to have time come to my home?
A. Yes. This is because the doctor's office has better
facilities for examination, and he has the services of nurses
and technicians; he can arrange immediately for any necessary laboratory tests or x-rays to assist in making the diagnosis and in treating you; and his instruments, medicines and
drugs are readily available.
Q. If the doctor is treating me at my home and prescribes medicines for me to take, will my group health plan
provide these medicines without charge?
A. No. You have to pay for medicines or drugs whenever you're getting treatment outside of the hospital—i.e.,
at the doctor's office or in your home.

Eye Examinations Are Provided
Q. Can I have an eye examination under my group
health plan?
A. Yes. There is no charge for the examination other
than- the $1.00 fee for your office visit.
Q. Are glasses provided by my group health plan?
A. No. You have to pay for your glasses, but you can
buy them at a reduced price at your group health office.
You'll be asked to pay for the glasses at the tune you present
the prescription to have.them'made.
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Dollars Get Back Shipping Line
After Taxpayers Pull It Out.of Hole
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- The
Dollar interests last week got
their hands back on the shipping
line that they ran into the
ground in the thirties, and, now
known as the American President Lines, is worth an estimated $61 million.
Rack in 1938 the United States
government took over 92 per cent

of the voting stock of the Dollar
Steamship Lines when the cornpany couldn't pay its debts,
Now the-Supreme Court of the
United States has refused to review a circuit court decision of
last July returning the stock to
the Dollars.
The government took over in
the first place because Dollar

Northwest Maritime Unions
Hit 'Security' Blacklist
SEATTLE—Representatives of
ILWU locals and other maritime
and allied unions meeting here
November 15 unanimously labeled the waterfront security program as "un-American, because
the persons being blacklisted
through it are not given any reasons for their screening, nor are
they given any kind of decent
hearing."
The maritime representatives
adopted a resolution, which they
will take back to their local unions for action, insisting on the
following:
"That any maritime worker
screened off his job by any government agency be told why he
was screened, and that he be immediately given a fair hearing,
in which he can produce evidence and witnesses in his own
behalf; and further that he be
allowed to examine those who
testify against him, and to crossexamine any and all witnesses
used in the attempt to prove he
is a poor security risk."
ILWU REPRESENTED
The resolution called for proper security regulations, not the
kind "that take away the constitutional rights of American citizens" and "which can be used to
break unions."
"The record of the waterfront
unions," said the resolution, "as
far as supporting this country is

concerned is second to none."
Represented at the meeting were
the ILWU Regional office, Locals 9, 32, 19, 7, 47, 73, 7-C, 3-7,
the ILWU Fish & Allied division,
the 'Puget Sound Council, the
Alaska Fishermen's Union, and
the Cordova District Fishermen's
Union, the Marine Cooks, the Marine Engineers, the Marine Firemen and the International Woodworkers of America.

management was, according to
U. S. Maritime Commission member Max Truitt, "shockingly incompetent."
The company's finances were
ha bad shape, Truitt reported,
because of "excessive ... salaries
to executive officers and dirertors..."
The company diverted $2,526,501 to R. Stanley Dollar, the
man who now takes over, in the
period 1923 to 1934, Truitt said.
Five years ago when government loans, the war and huge
subsidies had made APL
highly profitable enterprise, the
Dollars wanted in again.
The Dollars have been prominent on the shipping scene for
a long time. In 1916 Robert
Dollar told a mass meeting
sponsored by the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce:
"Quietness had been secured
in a few days when the union
men, went to the hospital in
ambulances."
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The High Brass Plans a Big Killing
SEA ISLAND, Ga.—The brass of big business and
government gathered here one Weekend early this month,
and came up with plans for a big killing.
All the top business spokesmen were there to meet
Secretary of Defense Marshall and Secretary of Commerce
Sawyer. The subject was economic mobilization for World War
III, and the decision was that businessmen will have complete control and workers will pay the bill.
Marshall assured the meeting that military spending
will be heavy for the next four years. Predictions are that
more will be spent on war preparations next year than any
time during the actual fighting of the last war.
The manner in which the government plans to control
production was "greeted with enthusiasm by the industrialists," according to the New York Tunes.
It will be different from the controls of the last war
when the government attempted to limit the production
of such consumer goods as automobiles, stoves and vacuum
cleaners so that raw materials could go to war production.
Now, under the new setup, the government will take
the raw materials it wants, but will leave the businessmen
free to manufacture as much as they want to of anything,
in other words as much as is profitable to them.
It's all up to business. We'll have cars, and refrigerators made with less steel, less aluminum, less copper—full
of substitutes and plastics—and selling at higher prices.
With this big business killing shaping up in the growing war economy, National CIO is crying about high prices
and high profits and no wage increases, but magically
managing not to pin the blame down, not even mentioning
the administration.

Swedish Seamen Happy Bridges
Out of Jail; Fight Wage Freeze

"One more like him and we take
down some of these signsla

SAN FRANCISCO—A wish for
success in the fight for freedom
of trade unions here came in a
letter from Secretary Everett
Holm of the Gothenbourg Branch
of the Swedish Seamen's Union
.to Marine Cooks President Hugh
Bryson.
Holm wrote of the seamen's
happiness to see "our appreciated
friend and fighter" Harry Bridges
is out of jail, and assured their

"undivided international solidar.
ity now and in the future.He said unions all over Sweden
are preparing for negotiations,
the employers and their stooges
won't be able to prolong the twoyear wage freeze, and the workers are united in the opinion that
"all collective agreements must
be improved, including those for
the longshoremen, seamen and
other transport workers."

Battle for Your Mind

For TV Manufacturers It isn't the Principle---It's Just the Money!
By SIDNEY ROGER
Now and then I toy with the
idea of investing in a television
set.
Last week I read a full-page
advertisement for TV. It appeared
in papers all over the country.
I'm not against TV. I'm sure
TV will grow by leaps and
bounds, especially if they start
putting on a few more decent
programs. Now it's no worse than
most radio shows and most
movies. That's how bad it is.
Now the television industry is
putting in full page ads all over
the country telling me if I don't
buy a TV set then I'm a stinker,
a jerk, a sadist and should have
my name reported to the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children!
DOESN'T TRY TO SELL
This big ad tells me my kids
lives will be wrecked unless I
plunk out a few hundred bucks
and bring a TV set into my home.
Worse than that! Unless I get
a big TV set the ad tells me, the
kids will be: "lonely, bruised,
ashamed, ignorant, humiliated,
demoralized" and may have their
growth stunted by smoking the
cigars they steal from the old
man, just to be mean.
This TV ad is causing a rumbling all over the country. People are boiling mad. Advertisers
can push us around just so far
and then Americans start saying:
"What kind of suckers do these
advertising jokers take us for?"
This advertising doesn't try to
sell. It attempts to force you to
buy a TV set. As one psychologist
at University of Southern California put it: "It's hitting below the
belt."
THE MAN OF DISTINCTION
I know something about the
mentality of advertising men.
They always try to dream up
something that they think can
force, bribe, cajole, or scare you
into buying a product.
They tell a girl if she buys a
certain soap—and takes i a bath
now and then—she can snag the

world's richest and handsomest
man. Smoking a certain brand of
cigarette will make you love your
mother-in-law—besides the premiums are good for a new set of
lungs. A certain toothpaste is better than a college education for
a girl. And a certain booze will
not only get you stinko but make
you look like a man of distinction
while you're grovelling in the
gutter.
I can just see the advertising
genius who dreamed up this TV
ad saying to his staff of yes-men:
"Fellows, nothing gets people like
the picture of a sad kid. So we'll
have two sad kids in our picture."
WHAT KIDS WON'T TELL
So, they have a big picture of
a boy and a girt. The girl's head
is down, eyes flooding with tears.
The brother is looking you
straight in the eye. His lips are
tight. Brother is holding little
sister in his arm and seems to
be saying to you: "You big ape,
what do you mean by beating
mother right in front of us kids.
Couldn't you at least wait till we
go to our cold little beds."
And big words alongside the
picture say: ,"There are some
things a son or daughter won't
tell you!"
That sure makes a parent want
to read on. I know there are
things my kids won't tell me. I
just keep thinking the contempt
they have in their eyes is because
I can't chew-bubble gum with my
loose dentures.
THE DEEP LONELINESS
So I crawled in my corner and
avidly read the ad that was going
to tell me "some of the things my
son or daughter won't tell me."
With' fear and trepidation I
steeled myself for the worst. Here
it is (according to the American
Television Dealers and Manufacturers, with offices in New York
City):
If you don't have a TV set,
your seven year old can't find
words to express the deep loneliness he's feeling.

If he complains that "kids are

have any more problems in their

mean and won't play with me," little lives, they would have no
it means he really is afraid to more embarrassment. Patri says:
blurt out the truth that he's "To have television is to be 'cock
ashamed to be with other kids, o' the walk.' Not to have it, well,
"because he feels left out because that is unthinkable."
he doesn't see the television
This so-called "educator- probshows they see, know the things ably pulled down a few thousand
they know."
bucks for this statement.
(My 9 year old now knows, TV CAN HURT
since he's seen TV, that chorus
A Stanford psychologist calls
girls have two legs. He also the whole ad a lot of "bunk." and
keeps wondering if Hopalong says that TV has actually caused
Cassidy's horse was branded with children to read and study less.
a hot screen door.)
A USC psychologist says the
The ad goes on to remind you ad is aimed at causing children
that any little girl can tell you to nag at their parents, and to
about a bruised finger, but try to force people to buy a set
couldn't possibly tell you how whether they can afford it or not.
humiliated she feels because you Another psychologist says this ad
don't own a TV set.
is as dirty as an ad by an auto
If you aren't retching by this firm that would tell high school
time, the ad appeals to your boys they are no good unless
deepest parental instincts. Get their fathers buy new convertithis:
bles right away.
"You give your child's body all
A University of California psythe sunshine and fresh air and chologist says surveys actually
vitamins you can, How about sun- made already show that children
shine for his morale? How about with TV sets are doing poorer
vitamins for his mind? Educators work in their studies. He says
agree television is that and TV could be a great educational
more for a growing child."
force, but actually does nothing
Who are these "educators," more now than to divert kids
who say children need TV for from more normal family activimoral and mind?
ties.
EMILY POST FOR KIDS
So this educator the TV manuThe TV manufacturers and facturers paid off actually is pulldealers who paid for this ad, ing a fast and phony one. This
hired themselves a man by the is lying advertising; it's suckername of Angelo Patti, calling bait.
him a "Noted Authority on Child DOESN'T TELL TRUTH
Guidance" and had him write
Another psychologist this relittle blurb for TV. Who is this porter spoke to says the whole
Patri? Only one of a half dozen ad is nothing more than "imchild psychologists I spoke to moral"; it simply doesn't tell the
knew anything about him. He truth.
runs a syndicated column in
The ad hammers at class dissmall newspapers all over the tinctions, trying to force people
country. The one who knew of to "keep up with the Joneses,"
him called him a kind of "Emily and making parents feel like
Post for children."
skunks if they can't afford it.
This "educator," Patri, said in
This psychologist says it's a
this ad: Children need television lot of baloney anyhow. Kids, he
if they want to have a place in says, may like TV like they like
the sun. If they don't have TV anything exciting. But they don't
"they won't hold their own" with need it, and they're able to be
other kids. On the other hand if perfectly happy without it.
they have a TV set, they won't
And listen to this: This same

psychologist says that more kids
will suffer from demoralization
because the family doesn't spend
more time doing things together,
because they feel that their parents are using the TV set to get
their kids out of their hair.
One educator told me: This is
the kind of thing the Nazis would
love: they always tried to divide
children away from their parents.
CRUEL PRESSURE
'nit Family Service Association, made up of 250 family agencies throughout the country,
called the ad "cruel pressure .
playing on the fears of those who
cannot afford this expenditure In
the family budget... tending to
make parents and children feel
socially inferior."
This agency adds: ". . it is
unmitigated nonsense to assert
that television is indispensable to
family morale and social acceptance."
And whether it is even good
advertising is questionable. The
magazine of the advertising business, "Tide," said in an editorial:
"This advertising for TV is the
worst case of poor taste that advertising has had in years."
WANT TO DUMP STOCK
There's more than meets the
eye in this sudden campaign to
sell TV. My hunch is a lot of people are waiting to see if the color
developments will make their
present sets useless.
The TV manufacturers are woe'
ried about this. They want to
dump as much of their present
stock as they can.
Talking about advertising, it's
a well known fact that when a
big newspaper gets an ad from
a union, stating the union's position in a beef, they examine it
very carefully before printing it.
And very often the big papers
refuse to accept union advertising.
But they let this kind of TV
advertising sail through.
Like they say in the advertier
lag officer:,"It isn't tho principle
—it's the money."
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11-Wirs Bill Piercy Tells How Babe Ruth Made Baseball I'vledical are
Is Part of
Living Wage

WILMINGTON, Calif. — Bill
Piercy is one prominent member
of the ILWU who can answer that
burning question:—what do the
catcher and pitcher say to each
other when they meet between
pitcher's box and the plate?
Bill Piercy is president of shipsclerks Local 63, ILWU. He uses'
to be a pitcher in the Big Leagues
and he played with the Yankees
and was a pal and roommate of
Babe Ruth.
Now Bill Piercy is an active
ILWU officer. He joined the
ILWU in 1933 when it was
formed and when it was then
Local 38-82 of the ILA. He was
on the first membership committee of that local and he served on
the Working Rules Committee for
the Los Angeles and Long Beach
Harbor. As a matter of fact he
served on every committee that
Local 13 of the ILWU ever had.
STARTED IN 1914
He was transferred to Local 63
when it was formed in December,
1942, and was elected president
of that local in 1947.
Bill Piercy is one of many famous people who are members of
the ILWU. He started playing
ball in 1914 at the age of 17 and,
according to the account of himself, he got fired everywhere he
went because he was "as wild as
a march hare."
In the spring of 1915 Piercy
caught on with the old Vernon
Club playing under "Hap" Hogan
and in July of that year pitched a
no hit game against Oakland
which caused him to be sold to
the New York Yankees. He reported there in the spring of
1916.
LOST SERIES GAME
Baseball players were organized in a union at that time
known as the "Baseball Players
Fraternity." A fellow by the name
of Dave Fultz was at the head of
It. Later this union became a company union.
Piercy remained the property
of the Yankees through 1921
which was the first year for the
Yankees to win a pennant. He
pitched in the third game of that
series against the Giants. He was
beaten. So was his team in the
series.
As soon as the series was over
Ruth, Mensel and Piercy went on
an exhibition tour against the
wishes of Judge K. M. Landis who
was then high commissioner of
baseball. The trip was booked for
two weeks but When Bill Farnsworth, then sporting editor of the
New York American, came to see
them in Scranton, Pa., and said
that Judge Landis was really
burned up they cancelled Ur last
week of the trip and returhed to
their respective homes.

The "Bob." as Marcy knew
end admired him.

Bill Piercy when he pitched for the Yankees. •
About one month after this pitching for Washington and I
Judge Landis announced that he was pitching for Boston with, of
had fined them their share of the course, this young Chaplin catchWorld Series cut which amounted ing.
to thirty four hundred and sixty
"We had them beaten one to
dollars each. They were also nothing going into the last of the
suspended until May 20th of the seventh and it was just another
following year.
day's work to me, but as I got
This still stands as the greatest ready to pitch I noticed that I
fine ever levied by the commis- could see the whites of Chaplin's
sioner's office against a player in eyes through the catcher's mask
baseball. After the fine and sus- and immediately realized the poor
pension was announced Piercy kid had buck fever on account of
was traded to the Boston Red Sox us being ahead of the great Johnwhere he played under Frank son 1 to 0.
Chance. He considered Chance to LOOKS FOR CLOCK
be the outstanding manager of all
"I motioned for him to come
time.
out to the mound and when he
Under Chance in 1923 he had got there all he could say was
one of the most unusual years 'wha, wha, wha, what's the matthat a pitcher ever had. Starting ter,' just as though he was comwith the second game of the seaof breath. I said to
son in New York (which was also pletely out confidential
like, 'I
him
real
second
game
ever
to
be
the
played in the Yankee Stadium)
he lost eleven straight games. He
got shut out every time he went
out to pitch. Finally he beat the
Athletics on July Fourth two to
one. In these eleven games his Editor:
team scored 6 runs, or about
Recently, we observed the 64th
run per game.
anniversary of the Statue of LibFINISHED THIRD IN LEAGUE erty which was given to the
people by the people of
After this bad start he went on American
France,
dedicated
on October 28,
to win twelve out of the next
on
seventeen games. He finished 1886. Inscribed in its pedestal
are thesp words
third in the American League in which it stands
of Emma Lazarus, a Jewish poet:
point of effectiveness.
After leaving Boston he played "Give me your tired, your poor,
with Salt Lake in the Coast
Your huddled masses yearning
League in 1925 and near the end
to breathe free.
of the season Lefty O'Doul and
The wretched refuse of your
he were sold to the Chicago Cubs
teeming shore,
for fifty thousand dollars.
Send these, the tempest tossed,
Piercy reported to the Cubs
to me;
and there met and roomed with
I lift my lamp beside the golden
the great Grover Alexander,"Old
door."
Pete" as his friends lovingly referred to him, whom Piercy conIt was given to America with
sidered one of the two greatest the spirit of the new developing
pitchers of all time. He also ad- democracy because our Constitumired Johnson.
tion and the Bill of Rights, written by our revolutionary foreTHAT 1 TO 0 LEAD
fathers, was hailed by peoples
Piercy says: "Speaking of throughout the world as a proWalter Johnson reminds me of an gressive step from the old tyranincident that happened when I nical rule of the aristocracy and
was with the Red Sox which also kings.
may clear up the minds of some IT'S POLICE STATE
We also read the Declaration
people as to just what happens
when the catcher goes out to talk of Independence, against British
rule and colonial oppression,
to the pitcher.
"Our two first string catcheis which would be branded as
had both received broken fingers "subversive" today by those in
on the road where we were sup- Congress who voted for the poposed to open in Washington. The lice-state measure, the Wood-McClub wired to one of the smaller earran law.
Reviewing the repressive and
leagues for a young catcher
named Bert Chaplin to join us unconstitutional laws passed by
the next day in Washington. As the 80th and 81st Congresses,
luek wouki have It Johnson was such as the Taltalartleg and the

wonder what time it is Chappie,'
and with that he started looking
all around the park for a clock
and didn't catch on until I had to
laugh. Then be broke out in a big
grin as he realized-that I was just
trying to settle him down. Yes,
we went on to win by the 1 to 0
score."
Pearcy calls Babe Ruth "the
Big Guy."
"This particular time" he says,
"Ruth, his wife and I were just
sitting down to dinner in their
apartment when the maid came in
and said: 'Mr. Ruth, there is a
man to see you at the door but
he don't look very good,' meaning that he was not too well
dressed.
RUTH SHELLED OUT
"Ruth didn't hesitate but went
to the door and I couldn't help
but hear the whole conversation.
It seems as though this fellow
was a consumptive and his doctor had advised him to leave New
York for a drier climate, preferably New Mexico, and he wondered if 'The Babe' could help
him out a little. Ruth asked how
much it would take to get him to
New Mexico and he said one
hundred and sixty seven dollars.
With that Babe asked him to wait
a minute and returned to the dining room and said to me: 'How
much money have you got that I
call borrow until tomorrow?' I
had ninety dollars on me which
I gave him and with that and
what he had he went back to the
door and handed the fellow the
full amount that he needed with a
few extra bucks thrown in for
meals. I could cite dozens and
dozens of instances where he did
things like that in his big hearted
generous way."
Piercy says that the high salary
commanded by Ruth was responsible for the general rise in salaries paid ball players. He says
the club owners always resented
this to the extent of never giving
him the consideration of at least
an executive position with one of
the Clubs. "He, more than any
one else stimulated the interest
of the kids, yes, and the grownups too, in baseball to bring it
along to where it is today,"
Piercy says.

Puget Sound Council
Backs Defense Fight
SEATTLE — The ILWU Puget
Sound Council October 31 voted
to contribute $100 to the BridgesRobertson-Schmidt defense.

SAN FRANCISCO — A recent
and little-publicized arbitration
decision here made some points
on welfare plans that should interest ILWU members.
In a case involving the San
Francisco Hotel Owners' Association and the Hotel Service Workers' Union, the arbitrator dealt
with costs for medical care as unquestionably part of a living wage
and a legitimate part of the industry's operating costs.
DECIDES QUESTION
The question, said the arbitrator, is what is the best type of
plan for medical care. The answer
is a group plan which provides
hospital, medical and surgical
services at flat and agreed rates.
This type of plan can offer
"more adequate care at less cost,"
and it guarantees that no one person who happens to get ill is ever
socked with "disastrous economic
effects," since costs are averaged
out over the group.
The arbitrator contrasted group
plans with another type which instead of offering more care for
less money do just the opposite—
the plans based on contracts with
insurance companies where workers receive indemnification or
money payments up to a set maximum for specific medical services.
PLANS ANALYZED
The arbitrator analyzed such
plans this way: doctors can still
charge whatever they want to for
their services; they know the
worker will be paid back for a
certain amount so they try to jack
some extra out of his pocket; "the
unavoidable tendency of such a
plan will toe to increase the cost
of medical care for the group it
covers."
The arbitrator said the record
doesn't show the hotel industry in
a financial position or under social obligation to "subsidize the
medical industry of the city in
this manner."
His award prohibited the indemnification type of plan, and
insisted on a plan which provides
as a minimum hospital, medical
and surgical service.

Sitdowns
Are Different
From Riots

SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local 2, Shipscalers, November 9,
protested press use of sensational
language to prejudice the public
against a group of San Quentin
McCarran laws, with much name prisoners, in a letter to the San
calling, spy scares, perjury, witch Francisco Chronicle.
hunts, we see only one thing—
The scalers objected to the
police state.
word "riot" as unethical reportWe observe that the non-citi- ing of a "sitdown" staged by
zens are picked on first in this death-row prisoners to call attendrive to break the labor unions tion to grievances which had long
because they joined unions when been ignored by the authorities.
they first came to this country.
Warden Duffy, himself, the
Some have been here since 1904. scalers pointed out, stated he had
TERROR BY NIGHT
never called the incident a riot.
Nob - citizens have been
A sitdown isn't a riot, said the
hounded, intimidated, arrested scalers, and it was the guards
and jailed without bail, taken who turned on the prisoners with
from their homes and families clubs.
any time during the night, held
Local 2 members, along with
for deportation, branded as "sub- members of Warehouse Local 6
versive aliens" because they pio- and other unions, have been tryneered and helped organize the ing to save two of the men inunions for better wages, hours volved in the incident, Wesley
and working conditions.
Wells and Jerry Newson, from
We believe the reason many execution. Their cases are on apnon-citizens are still "aliens" is peal to the higher courts.
because they are strong union
men and women and fought for
better conditions for the working Sugar Workers Aid
people.
Defense Campaign
We, your fellow citizens, ask
HONOLULU, T. H. — The
that all freedom-loving people Hawaii ILWU sugar workers are
write to Attorney General J. coming through for the BridgesHoward McGrath, Department of Robertson-Schmidt defense in a
Justice, Washington, D. C., ask- big way. Their latest check was
ing that he release those non- for $8,250.
citizens who are not out on bail,
Additional contributions came
and to cease his undemocratic from Local 142 divisions at Ewa,
and unconstitutional actions Hakalau, McBryde, 01 o k e1 e,
Kauai Von Hamm Young, and
against the foreign born.
Sincerely,
Nawiliwili Transportation.
Committee for the Defense
of Four of Oregon's ForThe State Department of Vethas certified apeign Born.
erans At
proximately 60,000 veterans as
Annabelle MacKay,
eligible for preference in State
Secretary,
civil service.
Portland, Ore.
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Washington
Vote Light
Apathetic
SEATTLE — The incumbent
delegation in Congress from
Washington state won re-election
in the setting of a light vote and
an unenthusiastic labor movement.
Given formal indorsement by
the AFL and CIO Political action
' groups Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D) won by 65,000 votes.
At the same time, there were
first signs of a union breakaway from the former New
Dealer, whose support of the McCarnal act and authorship of the
waterfront security law earned
him hitter opposition from some
segments of labor.
Lodge 79, International Association of Machinists (unaffiliated)
refused to indorse him, citing his
support of the McCarran act.
Local 3-2, International Woodworkers (CIO), largest lumber
local in the state, sent a PAC proposal for support to Magnuson
back to committee. ILWU Local 9
blasted Magnuson's sponsorship
of the waterfront law which is
now being used to blacklist active
union men on ships and docks.
DEMOCRATS GET BLAME
Other incumbents who won
with formal labor backing were
Reps. Hugh B. Mitchell (D),
Henry M. Jackson (D) and Thor
Tollefson (R).
Social security in this state,
• noted for its advanced pension
program, took a body blow at the
polls with enactment of a pension - wrecking measure openly
sponsorsed by reactionary GOP
Governor Arthur B. Langlie.
Blame for its passage was fixed
by the 10,000-member Washington Pension Union upon the Dern°erotic party, which took a stand
against the measure in its state
convention but was "thunderously
silent" on the issue throughout
the campaign.

Remember
November 25
SAN FRANCISCO—November
25 from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. is the
time for ILWU Auxiliary 16's big
county fair and barn dance. The
place is the Green Room, 150
Golden Gate Avenue.
Admission to the county fair in
the afternoon is free. After 8 p.m.
when dancing starts admission is
50 cents.
"The prices are right for a
workingman's purse and there's
beer and soda to quench your
thirst", the Auxiliary's invitation
says.

-
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Local 6 Warehousemen's Employers Rake: in Profits
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU Moody's Industrials, show a rise
Local 6 warehousemen, pushing from $4,705,576 to $6,835,950 for
for a wage increase, last week the year ending June 30, 1950,
took a look at some fancy profit over the previous year.
figures chalked up by their em- THEY'RE ALL UP
Owens-Illinois made a clear
ployers.
The Local 6 Bulletin took a $15,067,584 in the twelve
crack at the fat slash in the months before September 30,
members' pay checks coming 1949, and upped it to $23,606,with the 25 per cent rent In- 334 this year.
McKesson Robbins cleared
crease, and concluded both landlords and employers are doing $2,100,828 in just the three
all right.
months July-August-September.
Latest figures on Best Foods Last year it was $1,791,501 for
profits after taxes recorded in those three months.

Local 6 commented that anyone who has worked the belt
line at Hiram Walker doesn't
need figures to tell them what's
been happening, but here's the
documentary evidence. The 1949
take for the nine months before
May 31 was $19,643,269. This
year the liquor company
squeezed out more than $20 million, to be exact 40,143,704.
SOME DOUBLE HAUL
Steel's on the bandwagon, too.
A. M. Castle took $90,506 in the

three months before September
30, 1949, and $404,343 for the
same period of 1950.
Paraffine Companies doubled
its take for that three-month
period from $507,700 in 1949 to
$1,041,155 this year.
Another doubler is General
Electric; for the six months ending June 31 their 1949 take was
$19,849,864 and their 1950 take
was $40,586,601. By September
30 General Electric's 1950 net
profit had risen to $112,919,454.

British Dock Ranks Fight
To Break the Wage Freeze

"Sorry, Charlene, but NI have to ask you for my
ring back. Mother needs it for the curtain rod"

Child Labor Doubled and
I d in Ten Years
Tripe
NEW YORK (FP)—In some
age brackets child labor has
tripled in the last 10 years, the
National Child Labor Committee
charged here November 12, warning that the expanding rearmament program will' bring even
more youngsters into the labor
force.
These startling allegations
were contained in the annual report of the committee, which
stated that more than three million boys and girls 14 to 17 years
of age were employed at full- or
part-time jobs during the last
year. Thousands of children under 14, it was said, were em
ployed, chiefly on large commercial farms.
Such statistics, Secretary Gertrude F. Zimand ibid, prove that
the problem of child labor, far
from being a dead issue, is "a

matter of continuing concern."
Mrs. Zimand pointed out that
the number of children 14 and
15 gainfully employed in April,
1950, was three times greater
than the number in April, 1940.
Twice as many 16- and 17-yearolds were employed this April
than in April a decade ago.
"The statistics give only a partial picture," Mrs. Zimand said.
"They do not reveal the social,
economic and psychological factors that impel boys and girls to
take employment, nor the effect
of work upon the young people
Involved.
More than 44,000 veterans of
both World Wars have taken advantage of the State's low-cost
"Cal.-Vet" plan of home and farm
financing. The interest rate has
been 3 per cent since 1946.

LONDON, England —Pressure
by rank and file longshoremen in
all ports has resulted in moves
to negotiate a wage increase by
officials of the Transport & General Workers Union.
The union's leadership has
long supported the wage freeze
program and suppressed all talk
of working longshoremen's urgent need for a wage hike to catch
up to booming prices.
TGWU Secretary Arthur Deakin led the fight at the September Trades Union Congress convention for "restraint" in wage
demands, a policy that was
roundly dumped.
TENSION HIGH
Now, as the Port Workers
News puts it, when "tension in
the ports throughout the country
had reached breaking point, Deakin was forced to move."
The Port Workers Committee
paper lists the dockers' demands
as 25 shillings a day, about $3.50,
pensions at 65, two weeks' paid
vacation, and the 40 hour week.
Wages have been 19 shillings
a day since 1945, and prices have
risen steadily. For instance just
between September, 1949, and
May, 1950, the wholesale price
index rose over 10 per cent and
the food and tobacco index 20
per cent.
FREEZE DISCREDITED
The News hailed recent strikes
of Scottish miners and Smithfield
lorry drivers as "first positive
moves by British workers to fight
the wage freeze," pointing out
that if the employers were to be
made to grant a living wage
"something more than words was
needed."
"Rank and file trade unionists
in every industry have repudiated
the wage freeze," said the News,
"but many right wing trade
union leaders still cling to that

discredited policy while the employers pat them on the back.
"By holding back justifiable
wage demands for so long while
prices have been climbing ever
higher, the supporters of the
wage freeze will see the results
of their labors as industry after
industry reinforce their wage de.
mends by action."

Walsh Rolls
Up a Big
State Vote
SAN FRANCISCO With the
Independent Progressive Party
November 7 vote counted in only
17 out of 56 California counties
as The Dispatcher went to pre,
ILWU Local 10 Longshoreman
George Walsh had rolled up
241,636 votes for secretary of
state.
The IPP needed only 102,000
votes for one of its candidates to
keep its place on the California
ballot, or 3 per cent of the total
number of voters.
Campaigning against incumbent Frank Jordan, who took the
secretary's job over from his
father years ago, this longshore.
man, never before in the public
eye, gained far more votes than
anyone had predicted.
He campaigned on such issues
as the need for rent controls and
more housing, and the rights of
trade unions.

Landlords Aren't Satisfied with 25 Per Cent; They Want Everything
SAN FRANCISCO — Things California State Apartment Con- pleted last week on orders of the
looked bleak enough for tenants ference, who called the present supervisors.
when San Francisco landlords increase "long overdue."
The outlook for housing in Oakwere granted the right to hike
He called for opposition to "all land was clouded too, with the
rents 25 per cent. Now the land- efforts to extend rent control," in Alameda County Committee for
lords say 25 per cent is too little. Congress' short session.
Home Protection calling on cerApartment house owners meetWhat's left of the city's rent tam n city councilmen to stop all
ing here November 14 argued for control can be saved after Decem- construction plans on 2,000 fedcomplete removal of rent control ber 31 only if Congress does take eral housing units.
"in any form."
action, or if the city takes local
This committee backed PropoTheir main spokesman was action for an extension on the sition 10, the trick measure deDouglas Din-n, president of the basis of the housing survey corn- signed to kill low-cost housing,

which makes every community
vote on every housing project.
The committee now wants to hold
everything until the next Oakland
election in May.
A similar attack on 3,000 San
Francisco housing units under the
federal program is shaping up,
though plans for them were
drawn up months ago, money is
on hand, and ground-clearing is *Which comics do you want? Thej
cartoons, or the editorial page?"
underway.

Attorney General Turns Clock Back 30 Years in Drive Against Aliens
By JACK ABBOTT
those arrested were citizens, gar Hoover and the Immigration
It the last fe,w weeks, the Im- whom the department erron- and Naturalization Service have
migration and Naturalization eously assumed were aliens
been trying to live them down
Service of the Justice DepartThe 1920 deportation deliriums ever since.
ment has been putting on an of
were accompanied by the big
But now Attorney General Mcfensive against aliens of allgedly fanfare that the arrests were nee- Grath has started some new Palessary to forestall a big red revo- mer Raids. Like the old ones,
radical political beliefs
One has to go back 30 years to lution
these consist of wholesale arrests
find the likes of this drive.
When it became obvious that of aliens because they are alIn 1920, the Justice Depart- this big red revolution was the leged to have radical political bement then under Attorney Gen- product of an over-heated imagi- liefs,
eral A. Mitchell Palmer arrested nation, and when protests IN MID OF NIGHT
and attempted to deport hun- mounted all over the country, the
Like the old ones, the new
dreds of aliens as unwanted reds. drive subsided.
deportation raids are characterThe procedure used was marked WHOLESALE ARRESTS .
ized by arrests in the middle of
by arbitrary imprisonment, third
In the meantime, however, bun- the night of persons who could
degree methods and holding of dreds of persons had been de- have been just as easily and
aliens incommunicado,
ported from the country without politely asked to show up during
STOPPED 'REVOLUTION'
any semblance of a fair chance office hours at the Immigration
Among the targets of the drive to defend themselves. Still more Service headquarters.
were numerous labor union lead- individuals had been imprisoned
As in the old raids, the Justice
era, including some who were for some time and harassed.
Department claims the right to
quite obviously not radicals at all.
The 1920 drive has gone down hold those arrested without bail,
Hundreds of others arrested had in history as the Palmer Raids. This contrasts with the fact that
no radical connections. Many of The Justice Department, J. Ed- . even accused criminals, may not,

under the Constitution, be deIt seems pretty clear under the
tamed without bail except in law that the denial of bail in
cases of murder or treason.
,these cases is illegal and an
Since political deportation abuse of the attorney general's
eases generally drag out for discretion. It appears that the atyears, mostly because of the slow- torney general expected to get
ness of the Immigration Service, away with this action, however,
the department is really trying to in the belief that the courts
imprison people without the right would be intimidated by the cur.
to bail, before they have been rent red scare.
convicted of anything.
In some of these cases the FORESEE DISTASTE
The attorney general has had
Justice Department says that
holding the aliens without bail is only a partial success so far in
necessary for "security" reasons. this calculation. In some of tte
That this is an artificial excuse habeas corpus cases which have
is shown by two things: (1) some tested the attorney general's aeof those arrested had been re- tions, federal courts have released on bail only a short time leased the aliens on bail and have
before and have now been sud- strongly rebuked the Justice Dedenly rearrested: (2) the depart,- partment.
ment never gives the slightest
One can expect that in calmer
hint of what danger these aliens times, persons will talk with dispose except to indicate that they taste of the MrGrath Raids of
have leftist views.
1950.
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One Marine Fireman Wages Fight
To Expose Dangers of Blacklisting
SEATTLE — One member of
the Marine Firemen's Union is
waging a fight in that union to
wake up the membership to the
dangers of Coast Guard blacklisting.
Robert Casey last week circulated an open letter to the membership. Excerpts from this letter
follow:
"To my way of thinking, this is
the beginning of an out and out
blacklist similar to that existing
in the old shipping board days
solely for the purpose of eliminating militant union seamen and
by this act eventually will destroy
waterfront labor organizations. ..
"In the statements made by the
Coast Guard, they say they believe me to be sympathetic to or
a member of the C. Pi Believe
—what are they getting paid to
know? This could apply to any
action taken by any delegate
which a captain or other authorities would decide to call subversive.
HOW TO DEFEND?
"Think over in your minds just
how a vindictive employer, flaky
engineer, captain, mate or even
a labor czar with whom you are
In disagreement personally over

union policy could, and maybe
would use his power to eliminate
opposition. If you are not permitted to see the charges against you
or to learn just who made them,
just how is a person going to defend. himself?
"This is directly contrary to the
Bill of Rights and the principle
of a person being innocent until
proved guilty, therefore, let us
have the union contest the legality of the courts set up by the
Coast Guard and Navy in their
latest effort to take us over. I
not only demand trial in a civilian court as befits a civilian but
want to know who the person or
persons are who made these false
accusations against me to the
Coast Guard, and will then sue
them for defamation of character
and reimbursement of lost income.
"One such case and the high
pressure aboard a vessel will
think twice before they finger
other unlicensed personnel.
Brothers, this looks like an attempt lo destroy our maritime
union conditions under the guise
of national security. . .
LOOK AT KEY WORDS
"The wording of this act must

ILWU Baffles Blacklist;
Coast Guard Hearing Set
(Continued From Page 1.)
and photographs. No one without
such a card will be allowed entrance to any pier or waterfront
Ifacility considered 'vital to military defense.'

contracts, hiring hall, job security, equalization of earnings, etc.,
because such provisions of owcontracts have been suspended by
these regulations. If the union
does not take solid, forceful action to protest and force modifiAPPEALS FRAUD
cation of these regulations, these
"Security cards will be denied basic provisions of our contracts
anyone whose 'character and hab- are certainly out of the window.
its of life' are 'believed' to be, in"The Coast Guard will deterthe opinion of the Coast Guard, mine who will work and who
Inimical to United States Secur- won't
work, and we have had sufity. Grounds for the Coast Guard ficient
experience with the Coast
'believing' anyone to be inimical Guard to know that they firmly
to security include: (a) Affilia- believe that
waterfront work can
tion, sympathy or support to sub- best proceed without any interversive organizations, combina- ruption or
complaints if there is
tions of persons or programs; (b) no union in the picture to raise
mental instability; (c)
embarrassing questions about livrecord indicating habitual crimiing up to working and dispatchnal tendency;(d) addiction to the ing rules, load limits, etc. The
excessive use of alcohol or drugs.
last two longshore caucuses at
"No one is supposed to be de- North Bend and Seattle discussed
nied a card solely on account of the dangers of this so-called
union activity. This is expressly screening program. Our worst
for the purpose of leaving the fears are borne out by these new
way open for union activity to be regulations."
considered along with something
else which the United States
Coast Guard believes is sufficient Dutch Labor Lots Worse
for blacklisting purposes.
Off Than Before War
"The appeals machinery in the
AMSTERDAM (ALN) — Real
regulations is a complete fraud. wages of Dutch workers are still
If a man is denied a security far below prewar, despite higher
card, a hearing is supposed to be industrial production and profits,
held, but the appeals board just labor sources here calculate.
has to sit there, making no
Although average money wages
charges and let the individual
who is being blacklisted try to have doubled in the last 10 years,
/
2 florins, to 56 florins
prove he is entitled to receive a from 271
card even though the individual ($15 at present rates) a week,
has no way of knowing what he prices have advanced far more
quickly.
has been charged with.
The basic necessities such as
FEARS BORNE OUT
food, rent, heat, electricity, cloth"Finally, the appeals board can ing and taxes which could be
only recominend clearance to the bought for the prewar weekly
Coast Guard. Since the Coast wage of 27/
1
2 florins would now
Guard has already barred the cost 751,42 florins. In other words,
man, it isn't likely to reverse it- if a worker wanted to live at the
self. Such eases as have already prewar standard on his present
come to our notice clearly indi- wage, he would have to go into
cate this fact. It is clear that the debt to the extent of more than
whole procedure is a blacklisting 26 per cent of his paycheck each
one with a phoney kangaroo court week. If a worker lives within his
make-believe appeals board.
present income, on the other
"It's going to be easy for the hand, he must consume 26 per
shipowners to sit back and say cent less than he did before the
they can do nothing about our war.

be entirely changed. . . Let us
look at the three key words,
sympathetic, associate, and subversive:
"Sympathetic—listen to this—
At one Frisco meeting that I attended with Malone on the rostrum, we, as an organizatiizn,
went on record by a unanimous
vote to recognize the communist
government of China. This is and
could be, "Sympathy" for the
communists.
"Subversive —I want to know
just what organizations are listed
as subversive. Where are the lists
of the phony outfits? Are there
lists in our halls? Can one time
membership in the wobblies be
labeled as subversive? If so, half
of the oldtimers in the hall can
pack their balloons and head
down the road with me.
"Associate—Now this word is
really loaded with dynamite. Just
what does this cover? .
CAUCUS ASKED
"Aside from the facts above,
the real problem before us at the
present time is not to look into
the past but to save our organization from being destroyed... "I
propose that:
"All maritime unions affected
by the screening process have a
common caucus and demand the
rewriting of this bill; that we demand fair trials in civil courts,
and in any case where the member claims innocence of the
charges against him (subversive,
The two men above
sympathy, association, et, al.)
cabs finked
on Local 13
that the organization back these
members to the fullest extent in longshoremen in the C-Trader
the courts."
beef.

S

Local 10
Approves
Caucus Acts
SAN FRANCISCO — Local 10
longshoremen November 15 voted
approval of the Seattle caucus
actions for a contributory pension plan, steamschooner agreement, improvements in the Welfare Plan, and a fight for the
hiring hall.
They approved policy statements on National CIO, on building real rank and file labor
unity, on condemning the American Medical Associtaion attack on
group health plans, on repeal
of the McCarran Law and on the
economic pinch ahead.
Other actions approved called
for support to the Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt defense, to locals in
Hawaii, to ILWU Pinkerton workers, and to Marine Cooks screened from their jobs.

UE Fights for
McCarron Victim
ST. LOUIS — The McCarran
law violates both the U. S. Constitution and the United Nations
charter, attorneys for the United
Electrical Radio & Machine Workers (unaffiliated) charged here in
briefs filed in federal district
court.
The briefs were filed in the
case of Mrs. Antonia Sentner,
wife of UE International Representative William Sentner, one of
the first victims of the new act.
After being jailed for four
days, Mrs. Sentner was released
on a $2,000 bond pending a final
decision on her bail.

10 CIC hi St TERMINALS
Waterfront Guards

strike, but postponed action several times on indications Pinkerton might settle.
When the strike deadline was
set for November 2, the various
steamship companies who used
Pinkerton services agreed to hire
the men directly.

one hatch on steam schooner type
vessels like the C-Trader since
1936, and the longshoremen's
right to steam schooner work
was part of the 1948 strike settlement, but Lundeberg and
Chamberlain have ignored past
practice and the arbitrators.

ILWU waterfront guards, who
formerly worked for the Pinkerton Agency in the ports of Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland
and Seattle, ended months of
fruitless negotiations with that
company by negotiating an agreement directly with the steamship C-Trader
Hawaii Arbitration
companies which brings a 37
The Chamberlain Company's
cents per hour raise.
Hawaii longshoremen won an
They will now receive $1.67 per C-Trader was met in San Pedro arbitration decision October 27.
hour from the steamship com- last week by four Local 13 pick- when Ernest B. De Silva ruled
panies, instead of the $1.30 Pink- ets, with 2,000 longshore ob- that Kahului Railroad Company
servers on hand.
violated the longshore agreement
erton rate.
Its first stop was the Patten- by promoting non-union workers
In San Francisco Local 95 of
the Pinkerton guards has amal- Blinn Lumber Company, where during the last year's dock strike.
The union held that contract
gamated with Local 75 gatemen Lundeberg's Sailors Union of the
and watchmen and the men will Pacific worked all hatches in provisions on no-discrimination
work under Local 75 contract violation of the arbitrator's de- for union activity and no senconditions, including the hiring cision limiting the Sailors to one iority were violated by the comhatch.
pany in promoting 10 non-union
hall.
AFL Lumber Workers walked men to junior and senior truck
The hiring hall rotation system
will prevail up and down the out of the Pattern-Blinn Mill, so driver classifications.
Coast. In Seattle the guards are the C-Trader shifted to the San
The company held that the
members of Local 9, in Portland Pedro Lumber Company where contract was suspended during
they are members of Local 40, the AFL Lumber Workers again the strike, but the arbitrator said
and in Los Angeles of Local 26. refused to work.
the strike was legitimate union
activity and the contract was not
ILWU SUES
ILWU WON ELECTION
The ILWU on November 15, suspended.
The guards had held a contract
with the Pinkerton Agency for filed suit against the Chamberfive years, which Pinkerton can- lain Company for wages lost to Checkoff
celed last June 15. Then the com- longshoremen and for enforceCheckoffs for dependent coverpany questioned whether the ment of arbitration decisions in
ILWU represented the men and both San Pedro and Reedsport, age under the Permanente Health
Lundeberg's Seafarers Guards Ore., giving longshoremen the Plan will start January 1, in the
filed for an election. The ILWU right to work all hatches but one. Portland area for longshoremen
Sailors have been limited to of Local 8 and Local 4 and shipswon a coastwise Taft-Hartley
clerks of Local 40.
election hands down.
The locals pay a flat fee to
Personal consumption expendiPinkerton still would not negotiate a satisfactory agreement, in- tures on goods and services in- the employers, which remains the
sisting on taking away conditions creased during the second quarter same no matter how many famalready won, particularly vaca- of 1950 at an annual rate of ilies use the service. The checktions. It refused to pay more $184.2 billion, compared with a off takes a pile of work off the
$182.4 billion figure In the first locals, besides helping families to
than $1.40 per hour.
keep up their coverage.
The membership voted to quarter.

IUE Wants Security
To Help Its Raiding

its
Above are some of the more than 500 Los Angeles cops that turned out to meet the C-Trader
C-Trader Cops4P first
trip to San Pedro, where Lundeberg's Sailors violated the arbitrator's ruling that Local 13 longshoremen should work all hatches but one. The foot 'troops in the background have riot guns and machine guns.

diar

WASHINGTON, D. C. —
CIO's International Electrical
Union, set up by National CIO
to raid the United Electrical
Workers, is trying to use the
security-screening hysteria to
further Its raiding program.
IUE Administrator James
Carey asked President Truman
to require UE officers "to submit themselves to security investigations," or lose UE bargaining rights in defense
plants:
'
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immigration
Won't Free
Mangaoang
SEATTLE — The immigration
service November 13 denied freedom on bail to Ernesto Mangaoang, ILWU Cannery Workers Local 7-C business agent, who has
been imprisoned for a month
under the McCarron Act.
District Director of Immigration John P. Boyd, who has
figured in the frameups against
!MU President Harry Bridges
for years, informed Mangaoang's
lawyers he wouldn't act because
the federal court had previously
refused to act.
The court once granted habeas
corpus— freedom—but immigration agents came up with a new
warrant of arrest before Mangaoang was freed.
SEALED BOTTLES
No books or papers are allowed in the jail, but both Mangaoang and a fellow McCarran
Act victim, Boris Sasieff, told
visitors the light is so bad they
don't want to read anyway.
Another prohibition in the jail
is any kind of medicine, unless
it comes with a seal on the bottle. So Mangaoang, who says the
jail food isn't very good and has
been taking vitamins, gets his
vitamins only through the following procedure:
His doctor to a county doctor,
to the drug store to the jail to
the prisoner, all in unbroken, unopened, hermetically sealed little
jars..

HONOLULU, T. H.—Base sugar
wages in the Territory of Hawaii
were 86 cents per hour in November, 1% cents over October and
,t3 cents over the minimum base
,on the sliding scale.
• The sliding scale is based on
the price of raw sugar in New
.York, with 80 cents the absolute
minimum.

OAKLAND, Calif. —• United
Electrical Workers strikers at the
General Electric transformer
plant are holding tight, fighting
speedup and insisting that the
company negotiate in good faith.
The strikers are picking up
support from many directions,
unions of all affiliations, farmers
and small businessmen.
ILWU Local 11 warehousemen
in San Jose sent the strikers 250
pounds of beans and a cash donation. Many Local 6 East Bay
houses are corning through with
groceries, including Durkees,
Blue Bird Potato Chip, American
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Can. and Colgate Palmolive Peet.
Longshore Local 10's executive
board voted to recommend that
the UE chief steward from the
GE plant speak before the whole
membership.

Local 9 Plans
Christmas Party
SEATTLE, Wash. — ILWU
Warehouse Local 9 will give a
Christmas party for children on
Sunday, December 17, 2:30 p.m.,
at the MEBA Hall, 19231
/
2 First
Avenue.

MAREHOWSW & IHI1tIIUITION
Cleveland Raise

Local 6 Warehouseman Henry
Mariott, at the left in the upper
picture, won reinstatement to
his job at the H. S. Crocker
plant in San Bruno, Calif., last
week, plus $350 in cash. ILWU
Research Director Lincoln Fairley, pictured with Marion', presented his case, and Steward
Tom Norton, below, put up a
winning battle for MarioWs
reinstatement.

Local 6 Wins Another Job
Victory: Marioff Reinstated
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Lo-•
cal 6 chalked up the third in a
series of job victories last week,
winning reinstatement of Henry
Mariott to his job at the H. S.
Crocker printing plant in San
Bruno.
Mariott got his job back with
full seniority rights, and he received a cash payement of $350
and will receive a two weeks
vacation April 17, 1951, his anniversary date.
VICTIM OF SPEEDUP
Mariott was the victim of a
janitor - guard - steam plant engineer speedup deal, supposed to
take care of three full-time jobs
as he put it. A former Crocker
superintendent fired him allegedly for letting the plant go cold
on the night of January 13, 1950.
Local 6 held that wasn't the
real reason for the firing, but
just an excuse for moving against
a man when they couldn't do it
under the contract's seniority
provisions. The union fought the
case through to arbitration which
started November 9.
After one session where ILWU
Research Director Lincoln Fairley presented 'the facts in the
case and Mariott told his story,
the company offered to settle.
Secretary-Treasurer Richard Lynden handled the settlement talks,

fralls

UE Strikers Hold Tight
With Wide Support

Victors
Sugar Wages Now
6 Cents Over Base
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with the company first offering
either $1,200 or reinstatement
and finally coming through with
both reinstatement and the $350.
Mariott had worked at Crocker
for 4 years and 9 months before
he was discharged, and he was
always a rigid stickler for the
union policy of no speedup. For
instance at vacation times he in.
slated on replacement of men so
that those left on the job
wouldn't have to pay for vacations with sweat.
STEWARD IS CREDITED
Mariott is 'very active in the
union; he's been on the grievance, publicity and political action committees and on the executive board. He's now on the
executive board of the San Francisco National Association for
the Advancement of Colored Peopie, and was chairman of the
NAACP labor-industry committee
when it created the Affiliated
Clubs last year and won many
jobs for Negroes.
He credits Local 6 Steward
Tom Norton with a fine job on
the reinstatement fight and on
fighting speedup in the plant.
In addition to the cash settlement, Mariott is due to receive
5 weeks of unemployment cornpensation, held up by the, cornpatty previously.

Local 209 members won 5 cents
across the board effective November 22 at • Bingham Hardware
Company in Cleveland, bringing
increases achieved since the middle of last July to 15 cents.
The Bingham contract was not
open, but in view of pending
manpower and wage controls the
union asked for a wage review
and agreement on 'the raise was
reached on a mutual consent
basis.
Other terms of the contract remain as is, with provision for
another wage review any time
after July 16, 1951.
Negotiations were conducted
by the shop committee, composed
of Max Humphrey, Andrew Zal,enko, Steve Rosin, Doug Vidler
and Jack Katona.

Durkee Demonstration
Durkee workers, members of
the Oakland, Calif., division of
Local 6, held a,big demonstration
meeting after work, November
15, to push their wage drive.
Local 6 members from other
plants were there, and a delegation from the new Northern
California Joint Action Committee made up of locals of unions
expelled by National CIO, to
pledge support to the wage drive
activities.
The Durkee workers meanwhile are taking up all grievances in the plant, and all the
workers are wearing signs on
their backs saying: "We want
more dough."
The company tried to fire the
first group of workers who blossomed out with the signs, but
then everybody _put a. sign on,
there was a big meeting, and the
workers got their jobs back.

Local 26 Gain

a half for all Saturday work and ready won 24 cents and an ad.
double time for Sundays and ditional holiday last June 1.
holidays.
ACME, TOO
The new agreement runs three
The Albers contract, which exopenings
every
years, with wage
pired October 1, was renegotiated
six months. The union has the with a 10 cents raise retroactive
right to strike at wage openings. to that date. Another gain was an
The negotiating committee in- additional paid holiday. Local 6
cluded Les Young, Ray Parge, has 200 members at Albers.
Bob York, Art Hill, Ralph ColThe Feet's contract also prolins, Lou Sherman and Gil Can- vides for a 4
cents raise with
ales. every 5 per cent jump in the cost
of living.
Restemeier Raise
In San Francisco Acme Export
Another in Local 209's steady hiked pay in all classifications 10
series of gains is a 5 cents per cents effective October 23. Here,
hour raise across the board at too, the workers had won a 24
H. T. Resterneier Potato Chip cents raise and an additional holiCompany in Cleveland, effective day in June.
November 6.
The union members requested Thrifty Settlement
a wage review and arrived at the
increase on a mutual consent
Local 26 members at Thr1Iy
basis outside the terms of their Drug have approved new wage
formal agreement on the basis of rates offered by the company
the radical change in economic which botst pay for warehouseconditions since negotiation of men, order fillers, packers and
the agreement.
freight handlers from 8152½ to
The basic „agreement was un- $1.57% per hour.
touched. It provides the right to
Thrifty workers will receive an
an additional wage reopening on additional 5 cents raise January
increases only any time after May 1, 1951, and an additional 24
1, 1951.
cents April 1, 1951, for a total of
Negotiations were handled by 12/
1
2 cents in a six-month period
the shop committee, composed of and a $1.65 base rate.
Marge Serafin, Ruth Zavainak,
On September 1, 1951, the comRose Marie De Meo, and Florence
pany will start paying 34 cents
Kascsak.
per hour for each worker into a
trust fund under joint employerDemands on Fulton
union control to finance a mediLocal 26's new members at cal, hospital, surgical plan.
The plan will cover all regular
Fulton Bag in Los Angeles, with
a National Labor Relations Board workers under the union contract.
victory under their belts, have The union is investigating varidrawn up demands for their first ous plans available in the area.
contract.
The main demand is a 25 cents
per hour raise. Others are ad- First Break -Through
justment of piece rates, seven
First results of Local 26's campaid holidays a year, 3 cents per paign to win voluntary raises in
hour for an insurance and wel- mid-contract came at Henry Asfare plan, and a standard vaca- phalt in Los Angeles. All the
tion clause including three weeks workers in the shop signed a pevacation after 15 years.
tition urging the company to act
Negotiating committeemen now. Negotiations brought a 7/
1
2
elected by the members are Ted cents per hour general raise retSchoenfeldt, George Branca, roactive to October 20.
Mary Nixon, Carmen Chavez, MilRepresenting the union were
dred Sias, Irene Leary and Lou
Local 26 Vice-President George
Sherman.
Lee and Shop Steward Ulysses
Garrett.

A new contract approved by
Local 26 members at California
Hardware in Los Angeles provides an 8/
1
2 cents wage package
and the full union shop.
A wage increase of 5 cents an
hour is retroactive to November
1, bringing the minimum rate to
$1.521
/
2, and the eompani will Local 6 Gains
pay an additional 31,i cents to
Some thousand members of
finance a welfare and insurance
Local 6 cracked through to wage
plan.
1
2 and 10 cents last
This plan, under joint control increases of 7/
of company and union, will bring week. The local's wage drive has
hospitalization, surgical and med- so far resulted in increases for
ical care to all members and 2,700 members.
Latest raises were at Colgate
their dependents.
Another gain is three weeks Palmolive Peet and Albers Millvacation after 15 years service. ing, both East Bay independents.
Feet's which employs 600 to
The union estimates 25 workers
will benefit from this provision. 1,000 workers depending an the
season, granted a 7% cents raise
RICHT TO STRIKE
Clarification of various contract across-the-board effective Novemsections now guarantees time and ber L The workers there had al-

Local 26 Wins Smashing Victory At National Metals--Wages Up 18c
WILMINGTON, Calif. — Local turned up outside the plant and story from the 5 cents offer the
26 crashed though National clinched the victory.
company tried to put over early
Metal & Steel Corporation resistin
negotiations.
MEMBERSHIP UNITED
ance November 16 to the resoundThe membership let the comTerms
of
the
settlement
are
a
ing tune of a wage raise averagpany know it was united and deing 18 cents per hour for all 15 cents raise to laborers and termined to win a bigger raise,
several other classifications, 22/
1
2 and
workers.
numerous AFL, CIO and unThe settlement, achieved after cents to burners, 25 cents to hook affiliated unions in the harbor
tenders,
and
31
cents
to
the
layfour hours of strike action, was
area pledged their support.
approved by a general meeting of out man.
All diesel mechanics and help- OUT IN FRONT
the strikers on recommendation
The highly skilled diesel meof the rank and file negotiating ers, the highest paid craftsmen in
the yard, were raised 10 cents chanics, formerly members of
committee.
AFL unions and the Machinists,
Negotiations lasted all night and two electricians 12% cents.
The raises average 18 cents for announced that though they were
November 15, still going on at 7
the next morning when pickets the entire plant„ a far different satisfied with a smaller increase
o ,
'
;

for themselves they would fight
with the rest of the plant to bring
up the wage rates of the majority
of the workers.
This rank and file militance
brought successive wage offers
after the 5 cents, 8 cents, then
13.4 cents, and finally the 18
cents, which puts Local 26 far
out in front of the national pattern of raises.
Negotiating committee members are Bill Wright, Julio Mendez, John Conley, Sivino Sales,
Major Goulsby, Jack Newton,
Loyd Seeliger and 41 Caplan

Another Victory
In its biggest union shop election to date, Local 26 won by 110
to 15 at Friedman Bag. This was
the seventeenth union shop election victory since the local was
certified by the National Labor
Relations Board last March.

15 Cents Hike
Foreign Trade Export Company and Local 26 in Wilmington
agreed last week on a 15 cents
per hour wag'e raise, bringing the
minimum rate to $1.65 effective
November 6.
Business Agent Loyd Seeliger
handled the negotiations.

Lockout at Lincoln
Gladding McBean locked out
Local 17 members at its Lincciln,
Calif., plant November 20, ignoring contract grievance procedure.
Local 17 Secretary Frank
Thompson charged the huge company with trying to bust the union, commenting on company efforts to speedup and to chisel on
the pontract.
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Fishermen
Want Basic
Benefits

Alaska Locals Tighten Structure of
Union; Hear Robertson and Buicke
JUNEAU, Alaska — Delegates
representing 10 ILWU Southeastern Alaska locals and divisions
tightened up their union at a
cattellS here October 27 and 28.
Distance between locals is a
problem in Alaska, so the delegates worked out a program to
coordinate their actions effectively, as well as a program for
integration of the newly-affiliated
cannery and fishermen's locals.
They set up subcommittees
from the various locals in the
four major industries, longshore,
marine warehousing, canneries
and fishing, to draw up with the
rank and file, demands for new
contracts.
NEED SECURITY
Fishermen's delegates hit the
floor to Oil of their need for
more money for their fish, on the
basis of weight and not per fish,
and their need for social security
like other workers.
Cannery delegates hit long
hours, low and discriminatory pay
rates, and women's special problems.
Longshore delegates told of
their new welfare plan, and marine warehousemen of how their
wages and conditions improved
as soon as all locals in the industry acted together.
ILWU First Vice-President J. R.
(Bob) Robertson and Second
Vice-President Germain Bulcke
represented the International.
MEANS FOR PROGRESS
Robertson described the progress of the Hawaii locals which

follow the voters' mandate.
UPSTREAM FISHING
Delegates urged Congress to
transfer regulation of natural resources, particularly fish, fur and
game, to the Territory, and to
eliminate the Fish & Wildlife
Service restriction of power-boat
fishing in Bristol Bay.
They recommend that all ILWU
locals in Alaska urge the service
that when a stream is overstocked
it "move the stream markers in,"
meaning that when there are
plenty of fish to provide a supply
in future years fishermen should
be allowed to fish further upstream.
If Stephens Passage is opened
for commercial fishing, the fishermen want no fish traps permitted there.
Other demands of the conference included repeal of TaftHartley and other restrictive
laws, enactment of rent control,
no sales tax, and statehood.
DELEGATES NAMED
The conference voted full support to the Bridges-RobertsonSchmidt defense and to Local 222
members striking at Petersburg
for a contract for shrimp and crab
cannery workers.
Delegates at the conference
were Oscar Erickson of the
Alaska Fishermen's Union, Hans
J. Hansen of Local 61 in Ketchikan, Marjorie Dyakanoff of Cannery Workers Local 61-C, Fred
Kanouse of Longshore Local 62
in Ketchikan, Al Inman of Fishermen's Local 3-30 and Woodworkers Local 96 in Ketchikan,
Art Olin of Local 61, Thelma Kan•
ouse of Local 61-C;
Vir. M. McCall of Local 3-30, International Representative Verne
Albright of Local 62, Joe Guy of
Just what kind of an
Longshore Local 16 in Juneau,
outfit is the Teamsters Anna Mae Anderson of Cannery
Union that is plotting Workers' Local 16-C in Juneau,
to wreck ILWU Local Mike Sexton of Marine Warehouse Local 41 in Juneau, Mar6? There are plenty of
garet Williams of Cannery Workskeletons in the Team- ers Local 222 in Petersburg;
ster's closet. Local 6
William Mather of the Cannery
dragged those skele- division of Local 251 in Metlaktons out into the light atla, Erland Pearson of Local 16,
Dan Hocson of Local 16-C, Florlast week in a leaflet ence Guadette of Local 16-C, John
sent to all members in Olafson of Local 16, Mathew Osethe San Francisco Bay rneno of Local 16-C, and William
Area to alert them to Jackola of Local 41.
what goes on in a union run by a dictator,
and what It means in
loss of decent wages
and conditions. Local
6's leaflet covers the
Teamsters' raiding hisLOS ANGELES — The Trade
tory, lack of local autonomy,strikebreaking, Urtion Defense Committee decollusion with employ- manded this week that the County Board of Supervisors repeal
ers, corruption, weak- the "anti-subversive" ordinances
ness on porkchops, fail- enacted in August.
This committee, formed after
ure to protect women
and older workers, and the arrest of Business Agent Gus
Brown of Furniture Workers
discrimination against Local 576 and
pledged to aid
Negroes. All the facts the defense of all trade unionpresented are carefully ists', was voted support by the
documented. For in- recent ILWU executive board
stance on the autonomy meeting.
It pointed out to the Superissue, all you have to visors that two judges have aldo is look at the Team- ready declared the ordinances
ster constitution 110 unconstitutional, and that no
to find out that Presi- public hearings or discussion
were held when the ordinances
dent Tobin or Dave were enacted.
Deck can jerk a local's
charter and put it into
receivership any time
they feel like it. Evidence of collusion
NORTH BEND, Ore.—Mrs. Valcomes from the com- erie Taylor, president of the
plaints of other unions, ILWU Federated Auxiliaries, reincluding AFL unions, turned here from visits to Columagainst Teamster aid to bia river ports with a report of
progress in auxiliary building and
employers in strike and greater interest in coordinating
organizing situations. the activities of all the local auxThe leaflet compares iliaries.
She visited Portland, Ore., VanLocal 6 wages and concouver, Wash., and Longview,
ditions with Teamster Wash., accompanied at Longview
conditions in Seattle, by Mrs. Beth Bolton, president of
with the Teamsters .Vancouver Auxiliary 11, to discoming out on the short cuss local problems and programs.
end on virtually every
Next meeting of the Federated
item of importance to Executive Board will be the third
a working warehouse- week of January in Vancouver,
with all auxiliaries invited to
man.
send representatives and visitors.

are in somewhat the same situation in a Territory, stressing onthe-job machinery as a means for
progress.
An invited guest at the sessions
was Andy Barlow, executive secretary of the CIO United Trailers
of Alaska.
The conference set a legislative
program for the benefit of ILWU
members and the Alaska community, urging the Territorial
legislature to enact a wage-hour
law with a $1 per hour minimum
wage and time and a half after 8
hours in one day or 40 in one
week.
HIT FISH TRAPS
Another demand was a sickness
and accident measure for all
commercial fishermen to provide
transportation, and full medical
care, to be financed out of the
fishermen's license tax.
The delegates called for improvement of workmen's compensation, liberalization of unemployment benefits to help workers' dependents and seasonal
workers, enactment of a disability
insurance measure, an adequate
tax program to support decent
schools, and a welfare program
to give pensioners a decent living
and provide aid for blind and
needy children.
The conference called on the
U.S. Congress to abolish fish
traps. The end of fish traps was
voted overwhelmingly by the
Alaska people and the fishermen
have been pushing on it ever
since, but Congress has failed to

Skeletons in the Teamsters Closet

Los Angeles
Ordinances
Repeal Asked

SAN FRANCISCO — Opening
of the crab fishing season November 15 brought a serious
problem to the West Coast which
must be quickly resolved to prevent hardships upon the public
and upon fishermen, said a statement issued by the ILWU.
The statement pointed out that
crab fishermen currently receive
none of the benefits which are
now basic to all workers in the
United States.
This fact was recently dramatized by the plight of John Napoli whose heroic efforts to save
Navy personnel in the BenevoFirst lence disaster resulted in such inVice - Presijuries that he can no longer
dent J. R.(Bob ) Robertson left work at his craft. As a result of
San Francisco last week for a being a fisherman instead of an
three-week tour of Hawaii to ordinary worker he has no social
review ILWU progress and security, no disability benefits, no
medical insurance, or any other
problems in the Territory.
benefits which might alleviate the
condition of himself and his family. Only an Act of Congress can
help him.
The fishermen members of the
ILWU are demanding that, even
though they furnish their own
tools and gear, they be recognized by contract as employees
of the dealers who profit from
(Continued from Page 1)
their labors and that they be protends Taft-Hartleyism to all tected by workmen's compensathe American people, impos- tion, social security and all other
ing the concepts of thought benefits that accrue to ordinary
control and concentration workers,
FISHERMEN FED UP
camps.
Said the statement issued by
Too
Crimp Halls,
the ILWU on behalf of its fish"The maritime industry," ermen's division:
says the call, "is subjected to
"Fishermen are subject to even
special repressive legislation more insecurity than besets other
under the provisions of the workers. Few of the public who
Magnuson Act which seeks to eat fish or crab are aware of the
company-unionize the mari- fact that the men who risk their
time industry by placing all lives to harvest the catch are the
maritime labor under the lowest paid food producers in the
United States. Fishermen get less
control of the Coast Guard. than
27 cents out of the consum"This Act by use of the er's fish dollar. Middlemen,
'screening' technique would financiers and bankers get the
restore discriminatory hiring other 73 cents. Also, a fisherman
practices; it would bring back may or may not earn a day's pay
the practice of shipping when he works.
"Yet, these producers of food
through crimp halls; it would
threaten the continued exist- have lately been repeatedly prosof the Sherence of the hiring hall which ecuted as violators
man Anti-Trust Act because they
is the heart of maritime have
dared to ask for a better
unions."
share of the profts from their
Sponsors Listed
labor.
"The fishermen are fed up
The conference was called
"because those who are today with the situation, and so much
at the head of the AFL and so that they are prepared to take
measures to
CIO have failed to defend la- and will take drastic
the public. The
to
truth
bring
the
bor in America against these fact is that the public could pay
acts of aggression."
less for fish and the men who
Sponsors besides the harvest the fish could make a
ILWU are Marine Cooks better living without anybody
President Hugh Bryson, Sec- being hurt."

To Islands iLwu

Unions Pool
Resources To
Fight Attacks

retary-Treasurer Maurice
Travis of Mine-Mill, President Ben Gold of Fur &
Leather Workers, President
Arthur Osman of Distributive, Processing & Office
Workers, President Joseph
Selly of American Communications Association, President Ernest deMaio of United
Electrical Workers District
II,Secretary-Treasurer Grant
Oakes of UE District 11,
President James McLeish of
UE District 4, and President
Abram Flaxer of Public
Workers.

Auxiliary Grows
On Columbia River

Keegan is
Defeated
Three to One
PORTLAND, Ore. — A major
labor election victory standing
out against many defeats was the
three to one vote for Terry D.
Schrunk as sheriff of Multnomah
County over John J. Keegan.
Keegan is a former captain of
detectives notorious for his part
in the frameup against ILWU
President Harry Bridges. All
unions in the area, regardless of
affiliation, made Schrunk's election a main objective.
Another labor victory was election of Manley J. Wilson, editor
of the CIO International Woodworkers newspaper, to the state
legislature, but reactionary Republicans on the whole gained
strength.

Here's New Wrinkle
In 'I Am Not—'

"Sometimes even get fed up with
these tattlers who run to the boss
with everything!"

HOLLYWOOD — Valentine
Davies gave the "I am not"
business a new wrinkle here.
He listed as his one qualification for candidacy for treasurer of the Screen Writers
Guild:
"I am not now nor have I
ever been a member of the
National Geographic Society."

